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1. Introduction
Electronics has become a common part of everyday life by the 21st century.
Electricity has interested mankind since the ancient times; however specific research
regarding electricity only began in the 18th and 19th centuries by founders of this scientific
field [1.1]. The history of electronic devices only started in the 20th century. The progress
of this field was remarkable in the last hundred years, and by the beginning of the 21 st
century, everyday life (including the industry and the economics) depends on electronics in
the most diverse ways.
In order to adapt to the global demand for electronic devices, the manufacturers need
to keep pace with it and constantly reinvent the forms of manufacturing technologies. The
huge global demand does not only involve the quantity demand of the markets, but a
demand for better quality and a more versatile realization of higher component and
function density as well. My dissertation aims to present novel research results about
Vapour Phase Soldering, an alternative process of reflow soldering, which is a fundamental
manufacturing step in surface mounting technology.
Nowadays Vapour Phase Soldering (VPS) is gaining ground as a promising method
for heat transfer during reflow soldering, however it still needs more attention from the
electronic manufacturers, and it still needs slight improvements to overcome the problems
of the increasing quality and productivity requirements. In my work I have aimed to
improve the knowledge about selected aspects of this technology.

1.1 Surface Mount and Reflow Technologies
Specialists of the electronics industry and academic researchers are deeply involved
in the investigation of different assembling technologies in the field of electronics.
Miniaturization is one of the main driving forces in this field. Most of today’s electronic
circuits are assembled with Surface Mount Technology (SMT), where the terminals of the
components are soldered to the pads of the Printed Wiring Board (PWB, or also called as
Printed Circuit Board, PCB) (Fig. 1.1). SMT enables higher function- and component
density than Trough-Hole Technology (THT), where the terminals of larger components
(like connectors) are inserted through the holes of the PCB, and fixed with soldering from
the other side of the board.
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A considerable advantage of the Surface Mount Technology is its ease of
automation. While the laboratories and smaller companies use batch type, standalone
machines for assembling, the larger companies use production lines with a conveyor belt
connecting together the different steps of the assembly. Due to the various possibilities of
automation, SMT (and reflow soldering) became the standard assembling technology of
the electronics industry.

Fig. 1.1 – Surface mounted components on a PCB

During the reflow soldering process solder paste is deposited onto the solder pads
of a PCB with stencil printing. During stencil printing, the solder alloy (which is presented
in paste form) is printed through the apertures of a stainless steel foil (the stencil) with a
printing knife (squeegee) to the proper solder pad positions. The solder paste is a
suspension of selected solder alloy powder and selected flux material, which is required to
clean the contacting surfaces, also improving the wetting of the molten alloy. After stencil
printing, discrete components of the circuits are placed onto the solder deposits at their
proper positions automatically. Then the manufacturing process continues with heating: the
key step of reflow soldering. During the heating period the solder alloy melts, while during
the cooling period, the alloy solidifies again forming mechanical and electrical joint
between the terminals of the components and the pads of the PCB. The solder joint
structure is composed of re-solidified alloy (having a lower melting point than the metal
terminals to be connected), and intermetallic compounds at the boundaries of the pad or the
terminal and the solder joint. These layers highly affect the mechanical parameters of the
whole structure [1.2, 1.3].
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1.2 Soft Soldering in Electronics Manufacturing
Soft solder alloys are used in the field of electronics, which means that these solder
materials must have a melting point below 400 °C. The most common alloy types in
electronics manufacturing are 63Sn/37Pb (wt%) for leaded soldering with a melting point
of 182 °C, and 96,5Sn/3Ag/0,5Cu (wt%) (also known as SAC305) for lead-free soldering
with a melting point of 217 °C [1.2]. The lead-free soldering had become widespread after
the initiation of the RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) Directive in 2006 [1.4],
and after several years, the leaded technology become only a niche application. Leaded
alloys were restricted only to special fields (such as aerospace applications and medical
electronics), where exceptional (and well established) quality-factors are still in priority to
the possible threat on the environment. During the initial years of the lead-free period, the
whole manufacturing process required careful parameter tuning due to the higher melting
point of the lead-free alloys. The long-term effects of the RoHS-compatible soldering
materials are still under investigation by the industry and by scientists as well.
The heating during reflow soldering is usually executed by one of the three basic
methods [1.5]. Infrared (IR) method uses radiation-type heat transfer with controlled IR
lamps; forced-convection type ovens use nozzles to control the flow of hot gas for
convection-type heat transfer on the assembled board (PCB prepared with the printed
solder paste and the placed components). Vapour phase soldering utilizes the effect of
condensation of hot vapour to heat up the prepared assembly. Nowadays reflow soldering
is most commonly carried out using conveyor belt type forced-convection oven, due to its
capacity for mass production and its profile setting capabilities with different heating and
cooling zones along the conveyor belt. IR type ovens are mainly used for prototyping and
smaller volumes of production. Both types have common disadvantages, such as the
possibility for local overheating which may damage the board and the components. Also
shadowing effects may occur according to the bigger components and their placement. The
presence of oxygen is also problematic from the aspect of the joint oxidation. Oxygen is
kept out from the soldering zones by applying nitrogen gas in common forced-convection
ovens. Vapour phase soldering offers a different approach from the aforementioned
conventional methods, also helping to avoid the previously introduced problems of IR- and
convection-type soldering. The detailed discussion of vapour phase soldering is presented
in the next chapter.
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The term temperature profile, or soldering profile, describes the thermal experience
of the solder joints, as the board is exposed to the effects inside the process zones of a
reflow soldering oven [1.6]. A typical soldering profile for the common SAC305 lead-free
paste (based on widely accepted rules [1.6, 1.7]) is shown in Figure 1.2.

Fig. 1.2 – Schematic reflow temperature profile of SAC305

Plateaus may also be implemented at the reflow peak, not only at the preheat/soak
period. The optimal values for the ramps and periods are usually defined by the paste
manufacturers for each of their solder paste products, according to the alloy composition
and flux type. Empirical investigations and systematic experiments may also help to obtain
the optimal profile setting for a given product.
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2. Vapour Phase Soldering
2.1 Basics of the Process
Vapour Phase Soldering (VPS) - or Condensation Soldering (as the significant
German literature calls: Dampfphasenlöten), is currently considered as an alternative for
conventional soldering technologies. This approach is originated to historical facts, and
will be discussed later in this chapter.
The standard principle of vapour phase soldering is derived from the heat transfer
effect of condensation. During the process a special heat transfer fluid (i.e. the most
widespread Galden fluid) is heated in the bottom of a tank with a contact-type immersionor hot plate heater. When the fluid is heated up to its boiling point, a dense vapour blanket
begins developing above its surface. The boiling continues, and the vapour blanket starts to
fill up the process zone of the tank. This blanket eventually saturates due to the continuous
vapour generation at the bottom. The excessive vapour is condensed on the top of the tank,
due to a cooling pipe setup – then the condensed vapour drips back from the cooler to the
bottom. This way the excessive loss of the heat transfer fluid is avoided. The cross section
of a standard batch type VPS oven is shown in Figure 2.1.

Fig. 2.1 – Cross section of a basic VPS oven

The assembled circuit is then immersed into the vapour blanket, and the vapour
condenses on the cold surface giving its latent heat to the assembly. The PCB, the
components and the solder paste is heated up to the boiling point of the heat transfer fluid,
then after a given period of time (according to the alloy and the type of the paste), the PCB
is lifted out of the process zone to cool down the whole assembly again. The achieved
8

basic thermal profiles are linear without preheating or soaking periods (according to
Figure 1.2).
The general advantage of the VPS process is the uniform, rapid heating of the
populated PCB, whereas the temperature is limited to a maximum: the boiling temperature
of the heat transfer fluid [2.1, 2.2]. The atmosphere is inert inside the process zone due to
the advantageous properties of the heat transfer material; fluxes with lower activation
temperature can also be used during VP soldering [2.3]. Also the condensed film layer
physically keeps away the oxygen and other gases from direct contact with the solder
paste. According to the literature, the vapour has approximately five to ten times higher
heat transfer rate, than the forced convection gas flow due to the condensation heating
effect. Large components with high mass and thermal capacitance can be heated up evenly
without the effect of shadowing. This shadowing effect is common in convection ovens
where one larger component may block the heating of the other, or cause a time offset in
the heating of the different sized components [2.5]. The absolute maximum temperature is
lower compared to convection or IR-type reflow technologies [2.4]. (Usually the
conventional reflow methods are tuned for higher overall temperatures due to the uneven
heating and the aforementioned shadowing effect.) A disadvantage of the process is that it
may result in minor voiding (Figure 2.2) or solder beading (Figure 2.3 a). The root cause of
these problems is the condensed liquid film, which can trap the flux inside the solder joint
or (in the case of rapid condensation) it can cause the heated flux gases to burst out (Figure
2.3 b). from the rapidly heated paste [2.2].

Fig. 2.2 – Voids inside Sn-Bi eutectic joints soldered with VPS (joint crack surface
investigation at BME-ETT with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM))

Wicking (Figure 2.3 d.) [2.2, 2.6, 2.7], puddle effect of the fluid (impeding further
heat transfer), popcorn effect (where trapped moisture inside the package cracks the
component during its evaporating), and delamination of plastic packaging may also be
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considerable problems of this technology [2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9] requiring further
optimizations.

Fig. 2.3 – a.) Solder beading [2.2] b.) paste bursting out from the paste under the filmwise
condensate [2.2] c.) wicking and caused open joints [2.2] d.) popcorn effect [2.6]

Due to the voids [2.10] or without a proper cooling down phase (Figure 2.4) [2.11],
cracks and reduced shear strength is observable on the solder joints.

Fig. 2.4 – Cross section of a joint soldered with VPS [2.11]. The crack is supposed to be a
result of an inappropriate cooling down phase.

Today, the basic “standard” VPS method is only used in experimental and basic
commercial ovens for prototyping and laboratory investigations. The basic process has
been improved upon the original properties by the different oven production companies.
To focus on the more specific improvements of the method, it is important to review the
historical progress of VPS.
10

2.2 The History of Condensation Soldering
The invention of this technology is credited to Pfahl and Ammann [2.12] who
worked for Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric Company. Their method was
used for soldering, fusing and brazing, and was based on their non-conventional approach,
where the required heat was transferred to the assembly via condensation. The method was
introduced in the 70’s, and then the process itself is constantly being improved since.
Wenger and Mahajan focused on the soldering aspect of the process [2.13], later Wenger
had a comparison [2.14] between different fluids serving as the heat transfer medium (and
vapour source) for reflow soldering. The biggest problem with the process was the harmful
composition and the environmental impact of the applied fluids. The technology was
banned from mass production, due to the excessive chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) gas
emission [2.15].
Later two products emerged as possible heat transfer media: Fluorinert (3M) and Galden
(Solvay Solexis). Fluorinert is a perfluorocarbon type fluid, where the composition of the
materials consists of carbon and fluorine. Galden is a perfluoropolyether (PFPE) type fluid,
where the composition is based on carbon, fluorine and oxygen [1.5]. Both materials are
considered to be inert with high dielectric strength, excellent wetting parameters and
relatively low viscosity. The operator safety concerns are suited for the process of reflow
and mass production; they are non-toxic and they have no harmful fire- or flash points.
They have zero ozone depletion potential, and they both stand out of the volatile organic
compound (VOC) classification [2.16, 2.17]. By the time, perfluorocarbons were classified
as materials with high global warming potential (GWP), so the handling and the
management of emissions had to be kept low. On the other hand, PFPEs are considered to
have acceptably low GWP. This way, the timeline of the method continued with the wider
introduction of the Galden (Figures 2.5-2.6), which is now considered to be the standard
fluid for the process.

Fig. 2.5 – Canisters of Galden fluid suited for VPS [2.16]
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Galden is used in many other industrial applications, such as heat transfer in
industrial units (e.g. HT type Galden fluids) [2.18], semiconductor cleaning (e.g. SV type
Galden fluid) [2.19] or hermetic sealing tests (e.g. D02 type fluid) [2.20]. The chemical
formula of the Galden fluid can be seen in Figure 2.5, where n and m denotes the number
of the chain links in the final composition (practically the length of the ether chain), where
the exact n, m ratio is handled by the manufacturer (Solvay).

CF3  (OCFCF2 ) n  (OCF2 ) m  OCF3
|
CF3
Fig. 2.6 – The chemical formula of the Galden fluid [2.16]

The carbon-fluorine bonds give outstanding stability for the continuous stress on
the fluid during the heating and cooling periods of the VPS process [2.21]. Each available
Galden type has a fixed boiling point temperature (maximizing the process temperature);
however after long and continuous use the Galden may have a notable drift in this
parameter due to the continuous thermal stresses and the degradation of the ether chain.
Table 2.1 denotes the most relevant physical parameters of a specific type (HT 170).
Table 2.1 – Physical parameters of Galden

Galden fluid
Galden vap.
*

Density
[kg/m3]

Specific heat
capacity
[J/(kg·K)]

Specific
thermal cond.
[W/(m·K)]

Latent heat
(fluid-vapor)
[J/kg]

Mass
diffusivity
(air) [cm2/s]

Thermal exp.
coeff.
[m3/(m3·K)]

1820

973***

0.065***

63000

NA

0.1

***

***

20

*

973

0.065

NA

0.35

**

NA

Saturation vapour concentration at 180 °C, ** At 180 °C, *** No available data on temp. dependency

During the years, the increased significance of lead-free assembly technologies
helped VPS to gain newfound awareness on its application [2.1, 2.22, 2.23, 2.24].
Nowadays, the method is still considered as a niche type process from the aspect of the
mass production, while the industry has relatively few experience with its application in
production lines. Special fields (such as prototype manufacturing of power electronics) are
using VPS due to the special heating characteristics of the technology. Also, the
advantages continuously help the method to gain presence in previously untapped
utilization areas. The history line (which is based on [2.22]) of the VPS is presented in
Figure 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7 – The history “timeline” of the VPS technology

2.3 Extending the Original VPS Principle
The VPS technology can be implemented in standalone batch type (Figure 2.1)
[2.6, 2.25, 2.26] or automated inline type (Figure 2.8) [2.2, 2.6] VP soldering station
constructions.

Fig. 2.8 – In-line vapour phase reflow system with IR-preheat. Including ceramic IR preheater
(1), horizontal board (2), window (3), vapour containment (4), saturated vapour (5), control (6),
cooldown and vapour reclaim (7), cooldown tunnel (8), and exit area (9) [2.2]

According to the basic, standard principles and the issues presented in
(Chapter 2.1), several other improvements were introduced during the last years. The
driving force of these improvements was to influence the soldering profiles, to increase the
overall soldering quality and reduce the reliability concerns.
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The basic standard method (shown in Figure 2.4 a. and discussed before in
Chapter 2.1) was improved with different approaches on the condensing process. During
Heat Level (HL) mode (Figure 2.9 b.), the PCB is positioned at a fixed level near the
bottom of the tank. The Galden fluid is heated to its boiling point only after the PCB is
lowered to the soldering position in the tank by the sample holder. The generated vapour is
consumed by the colder PCB assembly, and when the PCB reaches the boiling point
temperature, the vapour level exceeds the vertical position of the PCB. A temperature
sensor positioned above the PCB level indicates the vertical overflow with a trigger signal,
providing information about the end of the process.

Fig. 2.9 – Three basic methods of vapour phase soldering

With HL, it became important to tune the power of the heater according to the
required heating of the PCB assembly. Also with the directly controlled heating it is
possible to modify the gradient of the linear temperature profiles. By applying higher
power on the heaters the gradient of the linear profiles can be ramped up (and vice versa).
With precise timing of the heater, plateau shaped soak zones can be implemented in the
solder profiles (as seen in Figure 1.2). The method however has its limits. If the soldering
position is lifted due to a fixture under the PCB, or the heating power exceeds the optimal
values, the intended soldering profiles are easily perturbed, causing unintended change in
the temperature gradients due to the additional height, faster heating or the additional
thermal capacity of the inserted fixtures. Also before reflow soldering takes place, each
soldering profile must be optimized for each assembly inserted into the process zone. The
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HL method is usually implemented in smaller batch type constructions, suited for
prototyping, laboratory work and smaller volume production; however in special cases
larger ovens for larger production scales may also implement the HL approach.
The most advanced optimization of VPS is the Soft Vapour Phase (SVP), patented
by one of the leading VPS oven developer and manufacturer companies. During SVP, nonsaturated vapour blanket is generated in the process zone (Figure 2.9 c.) with reduced
heating power. This way, the vapour blanket has a concentration gradient along the height
(Z axis) of the process zone; this means that the condensation rate (and the heat transfer)
also changes along the Z axis. The sample holder of the SVP oven carries the PCB into
discrete positions along the Z axis. At the bottom, the vapour heats the assembly more
rapidly due to the higher vapour concentration (more vapour is available for condensation),
while on the top, the vapour heats the assembly slower due to its lower concentration. SVP
enables more precise profile setting with configurable heating and cooling gradients,
custom soaking plateaus and controlled time above liquidus values (as seen in Figure 1.2).
The most advanced SVP ovens are suited for inline production; however SVP still remains
a subsidiary VPS method, due to its comparably high price range.
The standard, HL and SVP methods can be improved with further developments.
With proper preheating [2.6] spluttering paste, tombstoning, and damaged components can
be avoided, also the necessary dwell time in the vapour can be reduced. On contrary the
pre-heat takes place in the presence of atmospheric oxygen. Preheating was first used at
batch type stations with an additional secondary vapour blanket [2.6] at the top of the
developed primary layer. The Freon used to form the secondary vapour however was
hazardous to the environment [2.1]. Preheating with infrared is also a common solution (as
seen on Figure 2.8) [2.2, 2.6]. Additional cooling tubes can be applied around the soldering
level of the assembly during HL mode to perturb intentionally the linear pre-heating
section of the soldering profile [2.27].
The issue of voiding was thoroughly investigated with leaded solders [2.28], and it
is still a problem with lead-free solders as well [2.10, 2.15, 2.29] in the case of VPS. The
oven production companies came up with an addition of a vacuum chamber to the VPS
process system, where the gases (voids) are drawn out from the molten solder in the
vacuum [2.30]. The suction process takes place while the alloy is above its melting point.
The pressure created in the vacuum chamber is approximately 40-50 mbar [2.7, 2.30].
Vacuum VPS ovens are often used for power electronics (Figure 2.10) [2.31] and by the
15

automotive industry where large components with large contact surfaces would trap gas
bubbles in the solder joint, causing excessive void failures.

Fig. 2.10 – Cross section figures (Computer Tomography Imaging) of voids revealing
increasing solder joint quality due to the use of vacuum. A, B, C – corresponds to different cross
section surfaces: 1 – SAC305 without vacuum; 2 – Pb/Sn without vacuum; 3 – SAC305 vacuum; 4
– Pb/Sn vacuum [2.10]

2.4 Introducing the VPS Technology to the lead-free era
Several investigations are in progress with the technology, in which the aim is to
find the possibilities and limitations of VPS in comparison with the conventional reflow
methods, such as selective mini wave, convection type reflow, IR reflow and the even
more energy efficient but less productive selective laser beam soldering [2.32]
technologies. The qualification of solder joints formed by VPS are usually performed with
the standard failure-investigating methods, such as cross-section and optical inspection,
resistance measurements [2.33], pull and shear tests [2.11], spread- and wettability test
[2.34], thermovision analysis (Figure 2.11) [2.35], X-Ray, X-Ray Spectrometry [2.36],
AOI inspection, Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) [2.36] and Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) inspection of microstructures and Intermetallic Compounds (IMCs)
[2.11, 2.36, 2.37, 2.38]. Nonlinearity C-V characteristic measurements with the evaluation
of intermodulation distortion (IMD) are also possible [2.39] however the processing of the
published results still needs further improvements for better differentiation between the
different methods and parameters.
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Fig. 2.11 – Thermovision analysis of tracks and joints after VPS soldering [2.35]

Cyclic thermal shock tests combined with resistance measurements (Figure 2.12 top
left and right) and shear tests (Figure 2.12 bottom left and right) are also used to
differentiate the join quality between VPS and IR methods [2.33]. The results (Figure 2.12)
reveal higher overall reliability with VPS.

Fig. 2.12 – Resistance in function of cycle number for solder joints manufactured with VPS (top
left) and IR (top right). Shear force in function of cycle number for solder joints manufactured with
VPS (bottom left) and IR (bottom right) [2.33]

SEM investigations can be extended with a special cross-section sample
preparation: electrochemical etching (Figure 2.13). After the selective removal of the Sn
phase with amperometry, the microstructure and structural composition of the intermetallic
compound layer can be revealed in a detailed way revealing novel aspects of the lead-free
alloy inspection. [2.40]
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Fig. 2.13 – SEM image of an electrochemically stripped solder joint created with VPS. Left:
Possible formations of Cu6Sn5 tubes from flakes. Right: Possible formations of Cu6Sn5 tubes from
the elongated grains of the IM layer. [2.40]

During recent researches, solder joints formed with VPS have been found to have
near equivalent performance (Figure 2.14) compared to those formed with conventional IR
reflow technology. [2.11, 2.37].

Fig. 2.14 – Shear strength values of different solder joints formed with VPS and IR [2.11]

Basic visual inspection shows no significant (practical) difference between the two
methods. Visually the solder joints formed with VPS are found to be shinier compared to
the convection reflow process. Void inspection with automated X-Ray devices show
acceptable void quantity and distribution according to IPC 610-D, however the overall
amount of voids are usually slightly higher than in the case of conventional soldering
methods, due to the film layer of Galden which traps the gas bubbles inside the molten
(and re-solidified) joints. Intermetallic thickness was measured on Ball Grid Array (BGA)
joints, where the PCB pads were coated with immersion gold surface finish. The thickness
was well within the acceptable classification range.
From the aspect of the VPS process [2.38] it is possible to keep the repeatable
minimum temperature deviation under ΔT<5°C values at peak temperatures between two
adjacent components during ten repeated profiles. Delamination of the test PCB (according
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to IPC 610-D) was not observable after 10 reflow cycles. Also it was concluded that VPS
allows soldering of components with high thermal mass with small difference in the
temperatures compared to the adjacent small components.
VPS is also suitable for special soldering applications. VPS is applicable for
Package on Package (PoP) [2.41] technology (where the joints suit the requirements of the
IPC-7095 and IPC 610-D standards - shown on Figure 2.15.) and 3D PCB
assemblies [2.42].

Fig. 2.15 – Cross sections of PoP indicates excellent solderability, wetting, and ball collapse on
primary and secondary BGAs. Captured with different microscope setups (dark field - left,
bright field - right). [2.41]

The technology can be applied for state of the art fine-pitch components as well
without the risk of common soldering failures (such as bridging between two fine pitch
joints). Experimental bumping of dummy Ball Grid Array (BGA) type components was
also achieved with VPS [2.43] where the bumps of the dummy components were created
by melting solder paste with the VPS process. Soldering on special Printed Wiring Board
(PCB) substrates may also be performed with VPS, such as glass- and metal (aluminium)
core substrates [2.44, 2.45, 2.46] where the effect of different heat capacitances of the
special core substrates is minimized with the use of condensation heating. For Glass Core
Boards (GCB) VPS is an optimal solution, while the required heat to melt the paste is
obtained with soldering profiles comparable to the ones recommended by the paste
datasheets. However with conventional reflow technologies, 15 minutes of heating is
required for the alloy to melt, which is not optimal from the composition of the paste.
[2.44, 2.46] VPS was also applied for Pin-in-Paste technology successfully [2.47] further
increasing the compatibility with the standard reflow applications. VPS not only enables
rework of large surface mounted components (such as connectors) with high thermal mass
[2.48], but according to the wide array of verifications, the method is superior to
alternative processes.
Temperature mapping is important from the aspect of process optimization.
Experimental solutions use K-type thermocouples [2.49] for direct temperature monitoring
on the soldered board, components and in the process zone itself (with or without a
19

protective probe head/jacket on the hot spot). The usual industrial VPS oven introduces Ktype thermocouple probes positioned in the Galden pool, and in one or two selected spots
of the process zones.
Recently the characterization of the Galden vapour blanket was extended with the
investigation of the condensed droplets inside the vapour space [2.50]. Due to the
condensation on the cooling pipes at the top of the process zone, the further condensation
on the walls, and spontaneous formation of tiny droplets enhanced by particle residues in
the space, the physical condition of the medium in the process zone can be described as
mist (or “rain”) rather than pure vapour, where the size and the density of the droplets are
increasing from the top of the process zone to the bottom. Further effects of this
phenomenon are not investigated yet; however the basic aspects of evaporationcondensation relations should be described first in order to find deeper understanding on
this specific topic.
Nowadays VPS is considered as “green”, environmental friendly method with the
prospect of energy efficiency. While typical convection type oven uses ~350 Ws energy to
melt a solder joint, VPS achieves the same with ~100 Ws. VPS still not reaches the
efficiency of laser soldering, where the ~25 Ws energy is coupled into the alloy in order to
melt it [R18]. However the productivity and the applicability factors of VPS are nearing
convection type ovens, while laser soldering is still not considered as productive method in
mass production. From the aspect of the process and the oven constructions however, the
heating up (until the steady state) and the medium recognition phases (where the oven
detects the loaded medium type) could be optimized to reduce the idle time of the
machines in the assembly lines.

2.6 Research Objectives
VPS is still not a widespread application for mass production of electronics, and the
literature lacks thorough, scientific discussions of the results and of the process. The
emerging questions are often answered by the papers with empirical results of the
controlled experiments, without proper discussion and without any presentation of exact,
verified models. The general scientific literature of this topic is mainly composed of
conference papers, discussing only practical and empiric aspects of the VPS process.
Before the lead free-era, Leider [2.51] published a book (Dampfphasenlöten –
Grundlagen und praktische Anwendung) about VPS technology, summarizing the
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knowledge about the method. He describes the VPS in the field of electronics
manufacturing technologies, also highlighting the requirements, the typical failure types,
machine constructions, capabilities, and the practical aspects of the technology. Extensive
experiences with lead-free alloys were not available at that time; so while the book serves
as a useful help to get acquainted with the technology, its shortcomings are obvious today.
Nevertheless the work of Leider served as a starting point and had a huge influence on my
work on this dissertation. The straightforward summary of Leider helped to find the
aspects of the topic where the discussion lacks scientific thoroughness. Leider also showed
the details, where the definitions and elementary models needed deeper improvement.
The common literature of VPS praises the even heating on the surfaces of the given
assembly prepared for soldering [2.1, 2.2]. To achieve this effect, even vapour
concentration and even temperature distribution is required in the process zone. The
literature offers simple solutions for the characterization of the process zone, both
qualitatively and quantitatively. The descriptions found in the oven manuals and the
solutions found in the commercially available ovens themselves are only suited to
understand the practical utilization of the machines. The literature also lacks any thorough
description of the typical VPS process zones, and does not serve with a complete model of
the process itself, it only touches basic descriptions of the occurring phenomena [2.6, 2.7,
2.51].
The literature misses the description of the measurement techniques of the process.
It does not take into account of the advantages or disadvantages of the possible
measurement methods. The root causes and related effects of process zone
inhomogeneities are also roughly neglected by the literature.
The authors do not take the vapour concentration (one of the most important state
variables in the thermodynamics of the field) into consideration, they do not investigate the
dynamic changes of the vapour, and they lack any theoretical or practical characterization
of the vapour blanket. To provide a complete characterization of the vapour concentration,
novel approaches must be investigated and applied. The combination of electronic
measurement technologies and the use of pressure sensors may enable new opportunities to
characterize the pressure and concentration directly. It is important to define the saturation
value of concentration, which can serve as a threshold and can help detecting the steady
state inside the process zone.
While the simulation of IR and convection type ovens are getting more and more
common, no complete solution is given by the literature for the modelling and simulation
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possibilities of the VPS method. With proper boundary conditions, a thermodynamic
process simulation would give a complete volumetric description of the main state
variables (temperature, pressure) inside the process zone. Dynamic simulated mapping in
three dimensions may also give detailed results, which would be hardly achieved by
practical measurement methods. With a properly verified simulation tool, the investigation
of a VPS oven may become possible at the constructional design phase, which can even
influence decisions during the design phase of a new oven.
The condensation heat transfer coefficient during the process is described only with
rough approximations in the literature [2.51]. The authors are not giving any scientifically
thorough description about the condensation process on the PCB, so it would be important
to define a proper and practically simple thermodynamic model, which would give a
precise approximation of the heat transfer coefficient during the heating of the PCB. With
the obtained coefficient, new possibilities would emerge from the aspect of soldering
profile prediction and setting, which would ultimately lead to better soldering quality on
the long term.
The research on the literature revealed the shortcomings of the topic and opened the
aforementioned questions. For a basic research on the process of VPS, I aimed at the
investigation of the standard VPS method (Fig. 2.4), and I have set the following points as
milestones of my research:
 developing a physical model of the VPS system with a complex measurement
system, where the main time and location dependent state variables (temperature,
concentration) can be determined flexibly inside the process zone. The model can
then serve as a verification tool for further research;
 defining a proper saturation threshold with temperature and pressure measurements
inside the process zone, which will indicate the steady state of the system in time for
the standard VPS method;
 characterization of the process zone, where a multi-physics simulation enables full
characterization of the main state variables inside the process zone, also enabling the
optimization of the actual workspace;
 developing an explicit heat transfer model based on the theory of filmwise
condensation, which will describe the heat transfer coefficient of the process and the
heating of the immersed PCB, and will approximate the thermal conditions and help
the determination of the requirements for actual reflow soldering.
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3. Basic Thermodynamics of VPS
If an ambient temperature body is immersed into a process space where the vapour
of a heat transfer fluid (e.g. Galden) is present, the vapour condenses onto the surface of
the colder body. The condensate of the Galden wets the surface and then covers the body
with a fluid film. This phenomenon is called filmwise condensation. The condensate film
transfers the released latent heat to the body in order to achieve the energetically
favourable state of equilibrium. The excessive condensate drips down at the edges and on
the bottom surface of the body. The latent heat energy of the condensed Galden fluid can
be calculated with (3.1):
Q  m  hlv ,

(3.1)

where (Q) is the energy of the phase change [J], (m) is the mass of the condensed fluid [kg]
and (hlv) is the specific latent heat of the material [J/kg]. Basically the laminar flow of the
condensate on the surface causes uniform heating of the immersed inhomogeneous body;
in smaller scales local heating inhomogeneities can be equalized by convection flows
arising due to the inhomogeneous body parts on the surface.
For homogeneous condensation heating of the body, a permanent vapour source is
needed because the condensation reduces the vapour concentration in the close
surroundings of the body. The condensed amount of vapour must be compensated by the
re-developing vapour from the boiling fluid (serving as a source of vapour). When the film
would start to cool down due to the heat transfer to the body, the re-developed vapour
continuously condenses and heats the film. This process continues until the body reaches
the saturation temperature of the vapour. Upon reaching the saturation temperature steady
state equilibrium is achieved and no more condensation occurs on the surface. According
to Leider [2.51], based on the Newton law of cooling, the heating of the body can be
described by the following basic form:

 T  T (t) 
hA
ln  v b   
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T
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m
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b
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(3.2)

where (Tv) is the temperature of the vapour [K], (Tb(t)) is the temperature of the body at
time (t) [K], (Tb(0)) is the initial temperature of the body [K], (mb) is the mass of the heated
body [kg], (Cb) is the specific heat capacity of the body [J/(kg·K)], (h) is the heat transfer
coefficient [W/(m2·K)], (A) is the total surface of the body [m2], (t) is the time [s]. With
(3.2) it is possible to obtain a quantitative description (3.3) on the function of the body
temperature over the time (Tb(t)):
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The general explicit exponential characteristic of heating is plotted in Figure 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 – The exponential characteristics of heating during condensation [2.51]

The film thickness of the condensate is dependent on the surface parameters of the
body (however these details are neglected later during the modelling of heat transfer during
filmwise condensation), the material properties of the heat transfer fluid and the
temperatures of the board and the condensate itself.
Generally, the specific heat capacity is the amount of heat required to raise the
temperature of a unit mass of a substance with a unit temperature difference. It is described
by the following equation (3.4):
 dQ 
C 
 ,
 m  T 

(3.4)

where (C) is the specific heat capacity [J/(kg·K)], (m) is the mass of the substance [kg], (Q)
is the energy [J] required for heating or cooling, to change the temperature of a sample by a
given difference (ΔT [K]).
The overall time dependent temperature development (3.5) of the heat transfer
medium (the Galden vapour) inside the process zone can be described by the heat
equation [3.1]:
T
k

 2T ,
t   C

(3.5)

where (T) is the temperature [K], (t) is the time [s], (k) is the thermal conductivity of the
material [W/(m·K)], (ρ) is the density of the material [kg/m3], (C) is the specific heat
capacity of the material [J/kg·K], and 2 denotes the Laplace operator. The changing mass
during phase change of the heat transfer medium can be described as follows:
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(3.6)

where (hlv) is the latent heat of the Galden [J/kg], (A) is the area affected by the heat flow
[m2] and (m) is the mass of the phase changing material [kg].
The ideal gas law (3.7) gives the relationship between vapour concentration and
vapour pressure:

P  R  T  ci ,

(3.7)

where (P) is pressure of the vapour [Pa], (R) is the universal gas constant [8.314 J/(kg·K)],
(T) is the temperature [K], (ci) is the molar concentration [mol/m3] (3.8):

ci 

n
,
V

(3.8)

where (n) is the number of moles [mol], (V) is the volume [m3]. During personal
communications, the manufacturer of Galden (Solvay Solexis company) provided a simple
formula (3.9) obtained from the ideal gas law (3.7), which is required to calculate the
vapour density at given temperature by using the units of kg/cm3, torr, amu and °C.
v 


Pv 
maG
 
,
760   0,82  (T  273)  

(3.9)

where (ρv) is vapour density [kg/cm3], (Pv) is the vapour pressure [torr], (maG) is the
molecular mass of Galden [amu, “atomic mass unit”, as commonly denoted in the
datasheets], and (T) is the actual temperature [°C]. The value 0.82 refer to an
approximation of the universal gas constant, and the numerical value 760 refers to a
relative pressure correlated to 1 atm (1 atm = 760 torr).
The energy in a given vapour space after the start of the evaporation can be
calculated (3.10) as that of the mixture of air and Galden vapour:
Evs  (ca  ma  cG  mG )  T ,

(3.10)

where (Evs) is the energy of the vapour space, (m) is the mass, (c) is the specific heat
capacity of the available materials, (a) is the index of air and (G) is the index of Galden for
the mass and the specific heat capacity.
The molecular weight of the Galden vapour is around twenty times larger than the
average molecular weight of the air. Achieving maximum temperature inside the vapour
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space is much faster than the concentration saturation of Galden vapour (according to
3.10). The previously described correlations (3.5 – 3.10) emphasize that the concentration
of the available vapour is a crucial criterion for the process and the condensation itself,
while the rate of heat (i.e. energy) transfer is governed by the amount of vapour for
condensation.
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4. The Physical Model of the VPS (1st Thesis Group)
4.1 The Approach of VPS from the aspect of Modelling
Models are subjects of study in every area of science. According to a widely
accepted definition, a model is an abstraction, which is in similarity relation with the
modelled entity. A recent definition [4.1] of the term “scientific model” declares, that the
scientific model should contain two or more mental constructs that can serve as variables
(such as dimensions), which support a range of values or states. Also these variable entities
should be investigated via their established relationships.
Scientific models can be divided according to different approaches. One onthology
may divide the models as physical models, virtual-fictional objects, set-theoretic structures,
descriptions or equations [4.2]. Wider descriptions also divide the scientific models on the
basis of their concepts. The simplest model type is the conceptual model, describing a
virtual concept without any physical realization. A physical model may represent the
original object or phenomena, in a controlled manner. In silico models refer to
mathematical solutions solved with computers, relying on silicon chips. Above all, every
model is in simulacra, which means they bear likeness to the real world, and constructed to
reflect the certain phenomenon, that is essentially modelled [4.3].
The technology of VPS is based on complex thermodynamic processes, which are
needed to be investigated physically-empirically first, in order to construct a conceptualmathematical model. A conceptual-mathematical model then can reveal more detail on the
process than any measurement result obtained from a physical model. While the industrial
VPS ovens are closed systems, they are not flexible enough for basic research and
extended measurements. At the beginning of my research I have set a goal to start with the
physical modelling of the process to enable experimenting with more versatility, and then
to continue with simulation models for deeper investigations of this particular reflow
method.

4.2 The Concept of the Physical Model
The details of commercially available ovens are usually hidden from the end user,
and their construction is closed, making it almost impossible to conduct thorough
characterization measurements inside their process zone. To enable flexible, in-situ
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investigations, I aimed to develop the physical model of a basic, standard VPS oven for
experimental purposes. The system must be able to work in laboratory environment and its
construction must be based on the common design approach of commercial batch type
VPS machines. The main advantage of such physical system is flexibility. Different sample
holders, fixtures, thermocouple ladders (along the different axes), 2D thermocouple grids,
probes and hoses could be attached to a physical model, which would be not possible in a
commercial oven due to the closed constructional solutions. The model should be flexible
enough for various measurements according to direct experimental investigations and for
characterizations of the state variables inside the process zone.
Previously Do Mai Lam [4.4, 4.5] and Pietriková et al. [2.33, 2.34, 2.49] published
details about physical, experimental models of their experimental VPS ovens. Their
approach, however, could be improved from the aspect of state variable monitoring and
measurement flexibility. Their commercial heater constructions mainly use direct contact,
resistance-based heaters (immersion or hot plate) [2.33, 4.5] but Peltier units (Figure 4.1)
may also be used for heating [4.4].

Fig. 4.1 – Peltier elements used in Lam’s construction [4.4]

Direct contact is necessary with the heat transfer fluid, to obtain optimal energy
utilization during heating. Cooling of the process zone is usually done with circulated
water inside tube constructions. Temperature measurement of the fluid and the vapour at
selected points of the process zone is common among the previously published works and
actual industrial VPS ovens. However the previous works and products lack any other state
variable measurement inside the process zone.
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4.3 Measuring the State Variables Inside the Process Zone
To gather data from the process zone it is important to focus on the two main state
variables: temperature and vapour concentration.
As an initial goal, it is important to obtain data about the measured temperature
inside the process zone. Thermocouples are commonly used in the vapour space, and in the
pool of heat transfer fluid, in order to monitor the process. Temperature detection is the
simplest solution for obtaining information about the process zone, which, on the other
hand, neglects the fact that measured temperature always depends on the available vapour
(concentration) required for the condensation heat transfer. Two experimental solutions are
presented on Figure 4.2.

Fig. 4.2 – Thermocouples used in Pietrikova’s construction (left) [2.49] and in Lam’s
construction (right) [4.4]

Thermocouples are implemented in industrial class VPS ovens as well. Figure 4.3
presents the thermocouple arrangement for Exmore VS-500, including one thermocouple
monitoring the heat transfer fluid, one the vapour space and one outside the cooling zone.

Fig. 4.3 – Temperature sensors inside Exmore VS-500 (photos were taken at BME-ETT)
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No example can be found for any measurement on the pressure or vapour
concentration state variables inside the process zone of a VPS system. The method would
seem plausible not only from the aspect of the aforementioned condensation heating, but it
would be also important to highlight the dynamic and the static behaviour of the vapour,
which could directly be monitored via pressure measurements. The measurement of
absolute concentration and dynamic concentration change is possible with a proper
arrangement of commercially available pressure sensors according to equations (3.7-3.9),
so from the direct pressure measurements, calculated vapour concentration monitoring
would enable a more detailed feedback on the state of the process zone.
Two main approaches are available for the pressure measurement. Dynamic
measurements can identify the development and the dynamic progression of the saturated
vapour blanket during heating; while static measurements can reveal the hydrostatic height
of a saturated vapour blanket. For the calculations of the static pressure, the general
“hydrostatic” pressure equation (4.1) can be used:
P   g  lh ,

(4.1)

where (ρ) is the density [kg/m3], (g) is the standard gravitational constant [m/s2], (lh) is the
height [m] of the gas/fluid column.
The basic pressure sensor types are considered to be absolute, differential or gauge
type sensors. Absolute pressure sensors measure the actual pressure relative to perfect
vacuum. Differential pressure sensors measure the difference between two pressures, one
connected to each side of the sensor. The output signal of the gauge type pressure sensors
represents the difference between the actual and the atmospheric pressures [4.6]. (A gauge
pressure sensor is really a differential pressure sensor in which one side is open to the
ambient atmosphere.) From practical aspects gauge type sensors are used in the case of
VPS, enabling to compensate the non-hermetic sealing of the modelled system.
The core of a pressure sensor can be based on different principles. The most
common method is the force collector type pressure sensor, where a membrane, piston or a
diaphragm deflects due to the applied pressure. Then this strain-deflection effect is
measured electrically e.g. in capacitive, piezoresistive, electromagnetic or potentiometric
way. Other types of pressure sensors utilize other principles (resonant frequency, thermal
conductivity, air flow) to measure the pressure of a gas, or liquid [4.6]. A digital pressure
sensor can generate a digital signal as the function of the imposed pressure. Digital sensors
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are widely used due to their easy applicability and embedded additional functions (such as
the possibility of bus communication).

4.4 Construction of the Physical Setup
According to the literature and preliminary experiments with the technology, the
experimental physical model – an experimental VPS station – was developed according to
the following points. The main unit is a stainless steel tank, which can be inserted into an
outer stainless steel frame (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The insulation is performed by the air
in between the two walls.
A schematic representation of the VPS tank is shown on Figure 4.4. The inner
dimensions of the tank are the following: width (x axis) 180 mm; length (y axis) 280 mm;
height (z axis) 170 mm; wall thickness 0.5 mm. The lid of the tank is removable, with a
heat-resistant glass window on the top. The window has a small outlet for different sensor
and probe wiring. The glass window can also be removed for access of the vapour space.
An additional outlet can be opened on the metal lid to access the vapour space with
additional probes and wires. The outer frame of the whole setup (where the tank is
inserted) is not presented in Figure 4.4.

Fig. 4.4 – The VPS tank with removable lid (graphical representation)

For heating, a horizontal resistance heater is placed in a distance of 10 mm from the
bottom of the tank. The physical form of the heater is a stainless steel tube with ⌀8 mm
diameter, which contains the ⌀1 mm Kanthal [4.7, 4.8] heating filament surrounded by
ceramic filler. The pipes of the horizontal heater are led out vertically via a prepared outlet
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at the top of the construction. Actual heating only takes place on the horizontal, immersed
part of the heater, since the heating filament is only present in that position. The outer
active surface of the heater is ~258 cm2. To obtain data about the heater tube for its power
supply, its parameters were measured with a Hewlett Packard 34401A multimeter, while
applying voltage on the filament. DeltaOhm HD 2107.1 /TP474 C.0 Pt100 temperature
measurement device was used for temperature logging. Applying 4-wire resistance
measurement mode, it was found that the filament itself had 25,9 Ohm resistance on
ambient temperature, and 26,3 Ohm on ~400 °C, thus the average resistance can be
approximated with 26 Ohms on the relevant temperature range. Further temperature
increase was not applied, to avoid the overheating of the filament.
A specified volume of heat transfer fluid can be filled into the bottom part of the
tank, directly onto the heater, so that the fluid is heated with direct contact. The electrical
connections of the heater are lead out with wires from the system, which then can be
connected to a power supply (commercial voltage source). Voltage (and thereby power) is
measured with a digital multimeter. On the top of the tank, a cooler tube is positioned, in
order to avoid excess vapour leak. The cooler also has a role of setting the steady state
inside the process zone. The cooling is constructed from a ⌀1 cm copper tube, aligned 1 cm
under the top of the tank and led outside through the lid. Ambient temperature water is
circulated inside the tube with an external pump from a tank with 20 dm3 volume capacity.
The basic block diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 4.5.

Fig. 4.5 – Block diagram of the VPS station

A rectangular basket shaped sample holder grid can be placed in the process zone
which (according to the industrial solutions) is constructed from aluminium. The use of
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aluminium minimizes the additional thermal capacitance effects while maintaining a sturdy
setup to hold the PCB samples to be soldered. The basket has four legs to keep it in the
defined height for soldering.

4.5 Measurement Setup
For the measurements of the state variables two approaches were applied:
temperature and pressure measurement. For temperature measurement of the process zone,
ten ceramic based Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) Pt500 platinum resistors
(R = 500 Ω at 0 °C, ±0.1 °C order of tolerance [4.9]) were mounted on the basket
construction along the Z axis.
The practical realisation of the temperature distribution measurement in the tank
with the use of the batched Pt500 sensor ladder is shown in Figure 4.6. The distance
between each sensor is 15 mm. The lowest sensor (R1) is immersed into the fluid, R2 is
just above the surface of the fluid, R3 is on the sample holding level (basket level), and the
other sensors are covering the process zone of the soldering tank above the basket level.
The basket level is assigned to the definitive zero position. The wires of the Pt500 sensors
were covered with Teflon insulation to avoid thermal damage. The Pt500 sensor wiring is
fixed to the ladder, disabling in-situ sensor positioning during the process, but reducing the
possibility for misplacement. The sensor ladder is not an ideal solution from the aspect of a
VPS oven suited for production due to its complex geometry which is positioned in the
middle of the process zone; however, it is necessary to receive detailed information on the
temperature distribution, while keeping the vapour perturbing effects minimal during
measurements.
For temperature measurements, a more flexible but (from the aspect of positioning)
less controllable solution can also be applied additionally to the system. K-Type
thermocouples with flexible wiring may also be placed to different positions inside the
process zone (with or without the ladder fixation). The used K-Type thermocouples have
an acceptable ±1 °C tolerance according to the datasheet [4.10]. The small welded spot has
~0.5 mm diameter, the wires are covered with a Teflon insulation layer enabling thermal
resistivity up to 250 °C. The relatively small thermal capacity of the sensor allows fast
response for rapid temperature changes. Any considerations about the thermal capacities of
the different temperature sensors are neglected due to the long nature of the investigated
heating cycles (~10-200 min) inside the process zone. The long measurement window
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renders any transient error negligible under the range of one second. The length of the
thermocouple wires were chosen from practical aspects of placement. This effect is also
negligible from the aspect of measurement errors.

Fig. 4.6 - The sensor ladder

To extend the temperature measurements with pressure measurements, two pressure
sensors were applied to the experimental VPS system. A Fluke 922 (F922) manometer
device [4.12] was used for hydrostatic measurements. This device is ideal for depth/static
pressure measurements, while it is based on a membrane core. The sensor enables the
hydrostatic pressure sensing of a gas, vapour or liquid column at a given depth, with proper
coupling. The sensor - from the aspect of the investigated physical phenomena in a VPS
system - has a relatively rough, 1 Pa resolution with an accuracy of ±1% on the
measurement range. However, in the case of similar commercial sensors, 1 Pa resolution
can be considered as fine range of accuracy. A Sensirion branded SDP1108 (SDP)
amplified differential sensor was used for the measurements of rapid pressure changes.
According to the data sheet [4.11], SDP has ±0,05 Pa tolerance and square root
characteristics, offering measurements with fine precision in the lowest range of the sensor.
SDP is based on a thermal sensor core (Figure 4.7), requiring air (gas or vapour) flow
caused by the pressure change (dynamic characteristic) for an active output.
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Fig. 4.7- SDP sensor core [4.11]

Due to their construction, pressure sensors are not able to withstand the heat inside
the process zone, so coupling between the sensors and the process zones were implemented
with silicone hoses. Three silicone hoses were attached together to form a batched
measurement probe – one hose is attached to the F922 manometer, the other is to the SDP
differential pressure sensor, the third one is an auxiliary port for any additional sensor. The
outer ends of the hoses are attached to each input (+) port of the sensors. The reference
ports of the sensors (-) are left open to the atmosphere. In this way the atmospheric
pressure is compensated, which is important due to the non-hermetic sealing of the process
zone. With the development of the vapour blanket and the rise of the pressure, the air
inside the probes is forced through the sensor core out to the atmosphere. With this
approach it is possible to characterize the dynamic changes of the pressure with the mass
of the influent air through the core. The end of the probe is illustrated in Figure 4.8, where
a K-Type thermocouple is also positioned between the hoses to measure the temperature in
the same point of the process zone during the investigations. The welded hot spot is
positioned just below the inner end openings of the hoses.

Fig. 4.8 – Pressure sensing probe with open ends of hoses and a hot spot of a thermocouple

The submersible insertion of the probe is shown in Figure 4.9 (right). The end of
the probe is placed approximately 1.5 cm above the boiling Galden (at basket level). The
sensors and their reference ports are also positioned in the same relative height in the
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atmosphere, outside of the system. The lateral XY coordinates of the probe end were
defined according to the placement of the Pt500 ladder inside the process zone. The oven
and the Pt500 ladder inside the process zone are also shown in Figure 4.9.

Fig. 4.9 –the oven from a top perspective (left); illustration of the oven, with submersible
insertion of probe into the vapour blanket (right);

For the pressure measurements 1 m hoses were applied to the system. According to
the technical sheet of the SDP device, the 1 m length of the hose causes nearly ~2 %
deviation in the measured values. This effect was compensated after the data acquisition
according to the formula in the datasheet. It was considered, that the temperature of the
sensor elements may rise due to temperature coupling from the process zone to the
atmosphere. Additional thermal measurements (with K-Type thermocouples) revealed that
there is no significant temperature coupling from the process zone to the open ports of the
sensors via the silicone hoses.
Data acquisition (DAQ) is based on a Novus MyPClab two-channel USB data logger
device. The device units and the supported software are prepared for measurements with
Pt100 sensors in the (-200…+600 °C) temperature range and in the full possible range of
K-type thermocouples (−200 °C… to +1350 °C ) [4.13]. With the reduction of sampling
time, the resolution of AD conversion also decreases. To find an appropriate compromise
between the measurement settings, data processing and the measured physical phenomena,
the time step of data logging is set to one second. In this order of sampling time, the AD
resolution is not limited by the device. Also, the time step of one second is enough to cover
the dynamics of the vapour space state variables without generating excessive data. For
pressure measurement, the logger is set to simple AD acquisition with the highest (15 bit)
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possible AD resolution. The recorded information can be exported to MS Excel compatible
formats. The USB units can be batched to multiply the basic two channel measurement to
n*2 channel data logging. The software is able to handle multiple devices; a 7 port USB
hub was connected to the computer, where 5 Novus logger units were batched together to
obtain a 10 channel DAQ system.
While the DAQ system has no pre-set for measurement with Pt500, 470 Ω shunt
resistors (Rt) were connected in parallel to each Pt500 sensor to match and cover the preset measurement range (Figure 4.10). Later, the acquired data is corrected automatically in
the generated Excel sheet, according to the shunt resistors.

Fig. 4.10 – Data acquisition example for two Pt500 sensors;

Table 4.1 summarizes and compares the relevant properties of the other model
stations published in the literature [2.33, 2.34, 2.49, 4.4, 4.5] with the novel physical model
station and typical, industry-class batch type ovens (such as Exmore VS-500, Asscon
Quicky 450).

Presented
model station
Published
model stations
Typical,
industry-class
batch type oven
*

Temperature

Pressure

Flexible sensor

Prepared for

measurement

measurement

attachments

spec. heating*

10+ sensors

yes

yes

yes (both)

3-4 sensors

no

yes

yes (both)

3-4 sensors

no

no

HL method

Methods described in Figure 2.9 (b,c);

4.6 Supplementary Measurement Methods
Different additional supplementary measurement methods (and their application)
were also investigated during the initialization of the model. The point of the auxiliary
measurements was to obtain practical information about the height of the saturated vapour
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blanket. These methods serve only as experimental investigations broadening the
examination of process zone characterization. The different auxiliary methods were
applied without the aforementioned sensing units described in chapter 4.5 (sensor ladder,
pressure sensors).
It is possible to monitor the heating up process with a fiber optic probe to monitor
the height of the saturated vapour blanket. The measurement is based on optical principle.
The probe (Figure 4.11) consists of two confronting optical fibres, which detect the vapour
when it appears in the gap between the ends of the fibers during its immersion into the
vapour (Figure 4.12).

Fig. 4.11 – Block diagram of optical probe;

The fibres serve as necessary couplings since the active electronic devices are not
able to withstand the thermal shock of the vapour blanket (just like in the case of the
pressure measurements). One fibre is connected with a proper local interface to the LED;
the other one is connected to a photo diode. The measurement setup contains a current
measuring unit, which measures the current flowing through the photo diode.
The clean air and the vapour of the heat transfer medium refract light differently.
The immersion of the optical probe into the vapour may also cause condensation on the
optical probes, altering the incident light on the photo diode. The thermal capacitance of
the probe head is negligible. Figure 4.12 shows the actual construction of the dipping
probe.
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Ammeter
Active electronics

Sensor probe
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Fig. 4.12 – The probe made of optical fibres;

To investigate vapour development inside the process zone with another approach,
a buoy-pillow was created from oven-ready polymer foil and placed onto the top of the
vapour blanket to highlight the height of it. Oven-ready foils are usually made of
polyamide (type PA 6, 6.6 and 11, with melting point of 215, 264 and 185 °C,
respectively) [4.14] [4.15], or different polyester types. The applied foil was made of
PA 6.6 (density: σPA6.6 = 1.14 g/cm3) heat and chemical resistant (oven-ready),
commercially available heatproof bag material.
To estimate the ability of floating, the buoyancy force (4.2) must be investigated:
Fb  f  V'  g ,

(4.2)

where (ρf) is the density of the fluid in which the given body is immersed [kg/m3], (V’) is
the volume of the displaced fluid, (g) is the standard gravitational constant [m/s2].
The following parameters were measured, calculated or estimated. The thickness,
the length and the width of the foil used for the pillow were 0.015 mm, 135 mm and
100 mm, respectively. Thus the shell of the pillow consists of the volume of 405 mm3 PA
6.6 material, and for the mass of the PA 6.6 pillow shell ca 0,57 g was calculated. The
mass of the air trapped inside the pillow was ca 0,03 g, so the estimated total mass of the
pillow was ca 0,6 g. The dimensions of the pillow with the expanded air in it were about
80x40x20 mm, i.e. its volume was ca 50 cm3. (Because of the pillow shape, its volume is
less than the volume of a brick with the same dimensions.) According to manufacturer’s
data, the density of Galden vapour at the boiling point is ~20 mg/cm3, which gives ca 1 g
mass of vapour with volume of 50 cm3. Equilibrating forces of weight and buoyancy
occurs when 60% of the pillow is immersed into the vapour – thus the pillow is able to
float on the surface of the vapour blanket.
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4.7 Setting up the Parameter Space for Measurements
It is important to define a continuous parameter field for the experiments, where
each measurement is based on the same initial conditions. Minor deviations may occur
between each heating up process, due to the manual setting and the minor changes of the
atmosphere in the laboratory around the setup.
1.3 dm3 HT170 type Galden was filled to the VPS tank, with a boiling temperature
of 170 °C. This volume was defined according to practical aspects, where the Galden
covers the heater, avoiding local maximums of power density. Overheating may occur, if
the heater emerges out from the surface of the fluid. The temperature of the heater was
measured during heating up mode with fixed K-type thermocouples, but the outer shell of
the heater tube did not rise much higher than the boiling point of the fluid maintaining
temperature equilibrium. The cooling power of the appliance at the top of the tank is fixed
to the maximal ~50 W, according to the measured capability of the applied circular water
system.
For each heating up cycle, the whole system had to be heated up, and then cooled
back to the ambient temperature. The full cycle of heating up and cooling down is around
5-6 hours long compared to the shorter time window (1-2 hours) of the examined period. It
was important to choose a lower temperature Galden, achieving faster and more efficient
heating up cycles. This way the time of a full heating up/cooling down measurement cycles
(also the required work hours) can be reduced significantly compared to fluids with higher
boiling points. HT170 type was chosen, which is also relevant from the aspect of lead-free
soldering, while special lead-free pastes (such as low melting point Sn-Bi alloys with
138 °C melting point – eg. Indium NC-SMQ81 [4.15]) are recommended to be soldered
with HT170 type Galden fluids. The system is also compatible with other Galden types,
such as LS230. The material parameters of LS230 are also available in the catalogues; its
boiling point (230 °C) is suited for more conventional lead-free pastes (e.g. SAC305 alloy
with 217 °C melting point). Note that the relevant Galden parameters were already
introduced in Table 2.1.

4.8 Results of Temperature Measurements
A set of measurements were carried out to investigate the vapour propagation
upwards from the boiling fluid to the cooling tube, as the functions of the heating power. In
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Figure 4.13 the typical temperature curves are presented which were measured by the
sensor ladder at 550 W heating power. The figure shows that the maximum temperature
was equal to the boiling point of the fluid. Note that at the level slightly below the cooler
(105) the temperature is not reaching its saturation, due to the effect of the cooling. Also it
is important to see, that the Galden temperature is slightly under 170 °C, which can be due
to a possible and common temperature offset in the boiling temperature parameter of the
material.

Fig. 4.13 – Distribution of temperature in the tank during the heating up process
(550 W heating power);

Figure 4.14 shows the steady relations inside the tank with low power heating
(150 W). Lower heating powers (such as 150 W) are relevant from the aspect of SVP
(Figure 2.9), where the height of the saturated vapour blanket could be reduced. The
vapour above the saturated layer has a gradient of concentration, which means that with a
controlled sample immersion more precise heat transfer (meaning more precise soldering
profiles) could be achieved (SVP). This is shown on Figure 4.14, where the different plots
represent the different sensor coordinates highlighting the approximately saturated and
unsaturated regions of the process zone. (Small fluctuations of temperature at given sensor
points at unsaturated vapour are common within the confines of a few seconds. This is also
observable on the figure.)
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Fig. 4.14 – Distribution of temperature in the tank after heating up (150 W heating power);

As suggested before, proper power setting is an initial task for setting up the
process zone of the physical model of VPS. With optimized power management, it is
possible to keep energy consumption requirements low, enabling VPS to become an
energy efficient method in terms of environmental and economic considerations. To obtain
data about the optimal power setting, it is important to investigate the heating up period of
the system with different applied power. Seven power configurations were used (150 W,
250 W … 750 W respectively) and the temperature was measured and plotted as the
function of time (Figure 4.15). The zero coordinate (Figure 4.6 – the sample holder level)
was chosen for the monitoring height.

Fig. 4.15 – Temperature at the zero (sample holder) level in the function of heating time and
power;

From the recorded data, the exact time values can be obtained where the
temperature of the vapour reaches the maximum temperature. This is equal to the boiling
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point of the Galden. Reaching the maximum temperature does not define the steady state
inside the process zone, only serves as a fix reference point for the investigation of the
physical model. Also it can be seen that the maximum temperature is a bit higher than
170 °C, showing that the boiling temperature of Galden has again a small initial deviation
from the catalogue data. (This few °C deviation is common in every separate study in this
dissertation, due to the aforementioned possible offsets in this material parameter.)
The recorded time points of reaching the reference (maximum) temperature are
plotted versus the power values in Figure 4.16. The points are defining exponential
characteristics for the time versus power function. Exponential fitting was applied on the
points in Mathworks CFT. If one decay mode exists, one term exponential model should be
used. (4.2)
f ( x)  a  e(bx ) ,

(4.2)

If two decay modes exist, then the two-term exponential model should be applied. One
mode exponential decay fit gave improper curve. Based on the two-term exponential
model,
f ( x)  a  e(bx )  c  e( d x ) ,

(4.3)

the following plot was received.

Fig. 4.16 – Heating time in function of heating power;

Figure 4.16 shows that below 150 W the heating to reference temperature takes
impractically long time. At around 100 W the system could not be heated up to the
reference temperature at all. The time required to reach the reference temperatures in the
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process zone during the heating up process exponentially decreases with the linear increase
of the power. The obtained two mode (4.3) exponential formula predicts that mainly two
effects are influencing the characteristics. Due to the complex nature of the heating and the
losses of the whole system, the investigation of the two influential effects is considered as
a possible research path of the future.
The optimal power configuration is depending on several aspects. Above 400 W,
the characteristic can be roughly approximated with a linear plot. The tangential point of
this interval should be defined at 550 W, where the first derivative is:
df ( x550W ) dt ( P550W )

 3 ,
dx550W
d P550W

(4.4)

which means that on this interval the total decrease of time required for total heating-up in
seconds is insignificant compared to the linear rise of utilized power by watts. At 150 W,
the first derivative is -112; at 200 W the derivative is -41 and so on. This means that in the
first points significant seconds can be reduced from the total heating-up time with small
power increase.
The heating time plot can be parameterized by the sensor positions as well. The
time points of reaching the reference temperature were recorded at other height coordinates
as well. Then curve fitting was applied on the obtained data. Figure 4.17 shows the results.

Fig. 4.17– Heating time in function of heating power (parameterized by sensor positions). The
zoomed view shows that at higher powers the plots below 105 mm position are running together.

Below ~ 250 W the environmental effects are interfering with the relatively low
heating power, so it is more difficult for the system to reach the reference temperatures.
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The imprecision of time-point extraction from the database is also increasing, if the settling
takes a long time with a noise on the sensors. These effects cause deviating plots below the
marked point in Figure 4.12. Above 250 W power, from sensor position -30 to sensor
position 75, the characteristics are running nearly together. The plots are only deviating at
the two highest sensor positions: 90 and 105 (dotted and dashed lines respectively in
Figure 4.17) revealing that the environment and the cooling tube affect the time-power
function at the upper positions of the tank. At higher powers (above 500 W) the plot of
position 90 starts to conform with the other plots gathered from the positions below.
Energy can also be inspected on the data gathered from the heating curves at zero
coordinate. Figure 4.18 shows the heating energy (Ws) versus power (W) plot calculated
from heating time in function of heating power data. The plot points out that with less
heating power and more time, more energy is used to set the system to stationary
temperatures. When the process is slower, more energy is lost for heating the environment,
while the same amount of Galden fluid surely requires the same amount of energy for
heating to boiling at each case. This well observable loss effect can be due to the heat
conductance of the wall, the ineffective air insulating layer inside the construction of the
oven and the non-hermetic sealing of the covering lid. Due to the nonlinearity of the plot, it
can be stated, that the system can be optimized from the aspect of energy consumption.

Fig. 4.18 – Heating energy versus power;

According to the safety data of Galden fluids, a maximum of 5 W/cm2 heat flux is
recommended to heat the fluid when there is no flow in the heat transfer fluid. The critical
breakdown of the fluid rises to 14 W/cm2 at special cases where the heating of the fluid is
combined with the controlled flow of the fluid itself. Table 4.1 shows the heat fluxes
calculated for the heater (as described in chapter 4.2).
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Table 4.1 – Power and heat flux – specified on the heater element
Applied Power, W
2

Heat Flux, W/cm

150

250

350

450

550

650

750

0,58

0,97

1,4

1,7

2,1

2,5

2,9

Total heater surface: 258 cm2

Based on the measurements it is recommended to use higher heating power not
only because the loss, but for the faster heating cycles. The energy saving is marginal over
550 W. According to Table 4.1, the fluid itself cannot be damaged on the given heat flux
range, but it must be taken into consideration that no direct fluid flow is present at the
bottom of the tank, so it is advised to keep the value under the recommended 5 W/cm2 heat
flux value. The heating power of the system was set to ~550 W for the further
investigations which gives a good compromise between heating-up speed for practical
experiment planning, energy consumption and possible material degradation. As an
important additional finding it can be stated, that setting up a vapour space for
sophisticated solder profile settings (e.g. SVP) with an unsaturated vapour blanket (as seen
on Figure 4.14) is the least optimal case from the aspect of power consuming.

4.10 Results of Supplementary Measurements
The height of the vapour blanket was measured with the optical probe described in
Chapter 4.3. If the deviation is monitored on the ammeter during sinking, the dipping
height of the probe is then recorded and plotted in the function of time. This gives a plot of
the height of the vapour blanket versus heating time. The results were recorded in every
minute (Fig. 4.19). The results are presented starting from 0 coordinate (sample holder
level) to the highest coordinate (105 mm).

Fig. 4.19 – Vapour height during heating at 550 W;
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As an additional experiment, a heat capacitance was added to the system which
caused a considerable time delay to the heating up period as expected. (This phenomenon
was observable during initial measurements with the sensor ladder as well.) The basic
characteristic, which was obtained without a heat capacitance, shows interesting deviation
compared to the expected values, according to Figure 4.13. Around 2-3 minutes the
temperature is rising at 0 coordinate, however the optical probe does not give any sign of
difference in the medium at that height. Vapour is detected only at around 4 minutes with
the optic probe, where the temperature is at ~100 °C just above the Galden fluid.
The deviation could be explained with the fact that the sensor probe does not
directly monitor the saturated vapour medium. Significant changes of the measured current
are only observable, when the probe is immersed into vapour with higher concentration,
where a continuous film layer is able to form on the end of the fibres. However even with
the noted imprecision, the supplementary measurement method gives clear indication of
the fact that temperature measurement is more precise than the optical solution. More
precise measurements should be applied to the system in order to achieve exact saturated
vapour propagation monitoring with clear temperature-concentration correlation, such as
the concentration related measurement of pressure inside the process zone. It can be stated,
that the optical method is not able to exactly provide information about the local vapour
concentration or the temperature.
The effect of the floating pillow was also investigated during heating up. At first
the pillow sat on the bottom of the basket. During the generation of the vapour, the level of
the vapour blanket increased and the pillow began floating. During free floating it was
observed, that the pillow slipped from the middle to the sides of the process zone. This
shows that the top of the saturated blanket is not entirely lateral. According to the initial
investigations, it is possible to develop a vapour level indicator on the principles of the
floating pillow and a fixing vertical pole inside the process zone to indicate the height of
the vapour blanket. For further considerations, the application of this method was rejected,
while no quantitative data was obtained with the method. It was also missed for further
investigations due to practical aspects, while the size of the required construction is too
large for the actual size of the physical model.
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4.11 Results of Pressure Measurements
The main aim of pressure measurements was to monitor the static and dynamic
relations of vapour pressure (consequently concentration) with the pressure sensors (based
on (3.7) and (3.8)), also to indicate the saturation of the vapour inside the process zone.
First hydrostatic pressure was measured with the F922 sensor. During the measurement
cycle, the output of F922 was logged manually at every 10 seconds. Figure 4.20 presents
the logged values from the output of F922.

.
Fig. 4.20 – F922 hydrostatic pressure measurements combined with temperature
measurements; 3 different stages highlighted (I-II-III);

For better recognition of the different phases of vapour development, the measured
hydrostatic pressure plot was correlated with the temperature profile. Take note, that the
measurement takes place in the bottom (1,5 cm above the Galden surface), and the
hydrostatic pressure measurement is effected by the whole vapour column above the probe.
The pressure relations were also investigated with the SDP sensors. In order to
illustrate the pressure changes, the sensor output was defined as flow values according to
the datasheet. The first peak (Figure 4.21) of the dynamic plot highlights a relatively
slower change compared to the second peak. During the rise of the first peak, the layer of
vapour is starting to develop at the bottom of the tank. The second peak highlights the
boundary of the full saturation, where the rapid rise of the saturated blanket stops, when it
has reached the top of the process zone (the cooling area).
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Fig. 4.21 - Dynamic pressure measurements combined with temperature measurements;
3 different stages highlighted (I-II-III);

Concluding the findings: three stages of the process were identified (Figures 4.204.21) during the heating period. Specific boundaries of the stages were defined by the
peaks in the dynamic plot of the pressure change, also in correlation with the break points
of the temperature and static pressure profile. The first stage (I) shows that from the start of
heating the temperature increases, while the pressure is constant and no pressure change is
indicated by the dynamic pressure sensor in the beginning. Slowly intensifying pressure
change occurs at the end of the first stage, showing that non-saturated vapour development
has started and flow is present upwards. When the temperature is approaching the boiling
point of the Galden liquid, the process reaches the second stage. In the second stage (II) the
temperature rise has slowed down considerably (almost reached its maximum), the
pressure increases continuously and the pressure change (the amount of flow) slows down.
It is supposed that saturated vapour generation has started at this point but the development
it is eventually slowing down, while the vapour blanket is also extending in the lateral
directions inside the process zone. The phenomenon will be discussed later, where the
dynamics of the measurements are investigated more thoroughly. The observed high peak
in the measured flow (differential pressure change) indicates that the rise of the saturated
vapour blanket occurs very rapidly. When the blanket has reached the top, i.e. the vapour
saturation is completed in the whole tank. This indicates the boundary of the second and
the third stages. The system settles to steady state in the third phase (III), where the
dynamic behaviour of the vapour ceases.
The results show that soldering during the standard VPS method (Fig. 2.9) in
saturated vapour is only recommended in the third phase (III) at the given height, while the
developed saturated vapour blanket is only present after the peak at the II-III boundary.
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With the inaccuracy of the thermocouples (±1 °C) it is possible to indicate a pre-set value
of maximum temperature during the second (II) stage, and the boiling point drift also
makes it more difficult to identify the temperature maximum in the proper time. If the
control of the VPS system is relying on temperature recognition routines (as it is always so
in industrial ovens), the time of the recognition phase can be optimized with pressure
measurements. (Recognition is an idle time from the aspect of the machine and the
production.) This time could be dramatically reduced with the direct indication of vapour
concentration saturation. The fast response of the dynamic sensor output can work like a
trigger signal for the indication of the saturation boundary and the start of the third stage.
The settling of the hydrostatic pressure and the dynamic pressure also identifies the end of
the saturated blanket generation and the steady state of the process zone, which becomes
ready for soldering in saturated vapour.
The saturation point and the pressure plot measured by F922 is consistent with the
tendencies of Figure 4.21 with a minor time delay. F922 is able to measure hydrostatic
pressure values for a numerical characterization of the pressure inside the process zone.
The pressure values are showing increasing tendency, while temperature has almost
reached its maximum. (This was predicted from the energy change, described by (3.9),
then later indicated by the temperature and optical measurements in Chapters 4.5 and 4.6).
It is important to highlight, that with an acceptable time deviation (order of 10 s), both
sensors are able to pinpoint the transition between the (II) and (III) stages. (This time
deviation could be accounted to small differences between the ambient circumstances at
the initialization of the measurements, manual data logging and the transient effects of the
membrane type sensor.)
Hydrostatic pressure is also an important parameter from the aspect of the vapour
blanket height monitoring and setting for special applications, such as SVP (Figure 2.9).
By only using the principles of temperature measurement, multiple fixed measurement
points are needed in different heights to trace the progress of the saturated vapour blanket
(as shown in Chapter 4.5). The measured data can be interpolated between the temperature
measurement points, but without significant increase of the measurement point density
along the vertical axis, the method will not give an accurate approximation of the height.
The other problem of temperature measurement was discussed above, while the
temperature maximum is not in direct correlation with Galden vapour concentration.
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With implementing one pressure probe at one given height above the Galden fluid,
the height of the saturated vapour can be traced by measuring the hydrostatic pressure of
the saturated vapour column above the fix measurement point. For evaluation of the
method, static conditions in steady state were analyzed with F922, after the saturated
vapour layer had reached the top of the tank (this state of the process zone was already set
during the heating up measurements). For each measurement, the probe was submersed
into the corresponding depth of the blanket. For the verifying calculations of the static
pressure, the hydrostatic pressure equation (4.1) was used. For each consecutive
measurement the probe was submersed 1 cm deeper into the saturated blanket starting from
1 cm below the cooler level at the top of the process zone. Figure 4.22 presents the
calculated and the measured data as well.
The measurement results are averages of three data samples at the same height (the
min-max. deviation is shown at the measured points). The offset between measured and
calculated values was higher than the absolute error of F922 (±1% + 1 Pa). Also the
tendency of the measurements showed consequent negative offset. This deviation could be
explained with the imprecision of manual probe fitting and also with the extremely low
pressure level compared to the full range of the sensor (0.45% of the 0-4000 Pa measuring
range). On the other hand, the consistent negative offset may be present due to the fact,
that the blanket could not be modelled entirely as a column with a definite surface at the
top. The top region (~10 mm of the blanket) may contain unsaturated vapour due to the
cooling and the contact with the colder air. This may cause consequent negative deviation
between measurements and calculated data.

Fig. 4.22 – Steady state static pressure values at different vapour blanket heights;
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Even without any offset compensation, the height of a vapour blanket can be
approximated with ~15 mm tolerance. (Again this value reflects the previous assumption
about the unsaturated region in the top region of the blanket.) This error is acceptable,
while the usual process zone height of a basic VPS oven ranges from 15 to 30+ cm,
reducing the error below an average of 10%. The approximation however may be
improved with an application of a more sensitive hydrostatic pressure sensor device or
simply applying offset compensation.
With a hydrostatic pressure measurement device, it is possible to approximate the
saturated vapour blanket height with the measurement of hydrostatic pressure in one
dedicated point of the tank. Also the accurate height setting may help to set different
vapour concentration profiles for non-conventional VPS heat transfer (such as SVP custom
soldering profiles). It was already concluded, that relying solely on temperature
measurements will not provide an accurate saturation tracing of the vapour. Similar
vertical resolution could be achieved only if temperature sensors would be positioned with
one sensor per 14 mm distance across the vertical axis. This precision would unreasonably
increase the sensor count and the corresponding processing requirements for the control of
an industrial VPS system suited for a production line.

4.12 Extending the Dynamic Pressure Measurements
Additional measurements were conducted to investigate the dynamics of the vapour
blanket with pressure sensors at different heights inside the process zone; the pressure
sensing probe was placed and fixed manually to different heights according to Figure 4.23.
The bottom position is already introduced :1.5 cm above the surface of the fluid (as seen in
Chapter 4.7), the middle position is 5.5 cm – and the top position is 9.5 cm above the
surface of the boiling Galden. The top position was chosen according to the results of 4.9,
where cooler tubes prevented saturation of the temperature at the highest coordinate. Thus it
was important to set the highest point below this level.
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Fig. 4.23 – Different heights of additional dynamic pressure measurements

Figure 4.24 displays the change of pressure as the saturated vapour layer is elevating
in the process zone. The sensor in the bottom position shows a slow vapour generation, just
like in the case of Figure 4.21. This vapour elevation is an interesting phenomenon, while
the sensor shows a slowdown again at around 8 minutes. The slowing of vapour blanket
elevation could be due to the fact that the vapour above the boiling liquid has to fill up the
tank in lateral/horizontal directions first, before elevating the whole blanket up in the
process zone. Due to this observed phenomenon, it can be supposed, that the vapour blanket
is not generated evenly across the surface of the boiling liquid, but there could be “hotzones” just above the heater tubes. The saturation of the process zone at the bottom may be
governed by this phenomenon; also pointing out that uneven heater tube distribution has a
significant effect on the developing of a steady process zone.

Fig. 4.24 – Temperature and pressure dynamics in the process zone at the different height
positions (dashed line marks the temperature plots)

The measured flow values in the processing zone (Figure 4.24) are coherent with the
breaks in the plot of the temperature. The development of the saturated blanket at the end of
the second stage (II) is getting more rapid and intense as the blanket is getting higher. Also
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while the thickness of the vapour blanket gets higher, any condensation at the vapour/air
boundary – which can be abstracted as a “loss” from the aspect of the vapour blanket
developing process – at the surface of the vapour blanket gets less significant, while the
actual surface of evaporation is getting further from this rising boundary. On an other hand,
the edge effect of the walls are getting more significant, when the system is colder and the
vapour blanket is not developed yet. These facts cause more and more effective vapour
blanket development, as the thickness of the vapour blanket gets higher.
It is observable, that temperature saturation always occurs earlier in the cases of
middle and top positions as well, however the investigated effect is not as significant at
higher positions as in the case of the bottom level. It is important to see, that the chance of
false saturation detection by sole temperature measurement is the highest at the bottom
level; which is practically the most important part of the process zone, since actual
soldering process takes place there.
The timing error within the range of one minute between Figures 4.21, 4.22 and 4.24
is due to the small differences of the initial ambient circumstances of the measurements.
During the elapsed time between the measurements, the used Galden showed a minor
boiling point offset, causing a possible imprecision in the timing. The tendencies are clear
however, showing consequent trends in the behaviour of the system. With the calculated
presence of the minor timing deviations, dynamic and static pressure measurements still
impose a better and more reliable characterization method, then the widely used
temperature monitoring in the commercial VPS solutions.

4.13 Closing Remarks and Limitations of the Physical Modelling
The physical model is flexible enough to adopt different sensor systems, and the
measurements are able to highlight the characteristic time points of the heating up process
(in other words, the initialization of the process zone). Pt500 RTD sensors and K-type
thermocouples were used for temperature measurements. For the fixation of the
measurement devices a fixture was developed with low additional thermal capacitance to
minimize any additional transients in the measurement results. I have also investigated the
precision and applicability of the following methods: temperature measurement with
ceramic based Resistance Temperature Detector Pt500 platinum resistors and NiCr-NiAl
K-type thermocouples; vapour blanket height measurement with an optical probe; vapour
blanket propagation tracing with a floating polymer pillow. I have conducted the pressure
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state variable investigation with a differential dynamic pressure measurement device and a
differential static pressure measurement device.
With the help of the method, I have found out, that in any given point of the vapour
space, the time required to reach the boiling point of the heat transfer fluid decreases
exponentially with the increase of the heating power. Consequently, the heating period can
be reduced with increased power, where the limiting factor is the thermal degradation of
the Galden liquid.
With the results obtained during the heating-up measurements, I suggest an optimal
heating power window for soldering inside the physical model.
The pressure measurements revealed the importance of the concentration state
variable, which indicates the steady state of the process zone more precisely than
temperature measurements. Also it was concluded, that one measurement point is enough
for a hydrostatic pressure measurement device to measure the actual height of the vapour
blanket and to highlight the steady state.
The measurements and the physical model itself, however, have some notable
limitations. With the physical model measurements, it is not possible to investigate the
state variable relations inside the process zone with detailed spatial resolution. An
acceptable three-dimensional investigation would require impractical sensor construction
with additional limitations and timing errors regarding the perturbation of the state variable
relations and the resolution of the gathered data. The sequel to the physical modelling must
point to another approach of modelling: computer based simulation.
The measurement data is also applicable for future verification of the simulation
results.
The presentation of the physical model and the various measurement results was
published in [L4] and [R6-R10]. The pressure measurement approach was summarized and
published in [L2], [R2] and [R5].
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5. Simulation of the Process Zone (2nd Thesis Group)
5.1 Motivation on the Simulation of a VPS Oven
Simulation and in silico modelling is a widely accepted approach in the field of
electronics assembly technology, where the virtual characterization of a reflow oven is
done with different simulation methods. In the previous chapter it was found, that the
complexity of the VPS process renders different types of limitations in the measurement of
the most relevant state variables. The limitations of the measurement techniques are also
present in the case of IR and convection type soldering ovens. The literature points out to
these driving forces, which eventually lead to the virtual modelling and simulation of the
different soldering processes and the soldering ovens themselves.
On the other hand, very limited amount of examples can be found in the literature
for the characterization of vapour space in the soldering tank with calculations, and there is
no detailed example in the literature for a previous attempt to simulate a VPS oven. It is
important to carry out a study of simulation results, which also goes beyond the limitations
of the measurement techniques.
User-customisable modelling software was developed and evaluated at the
department, which was programmed specially to simulate the process of VPS. According
to my previous results I have implemented my physical model into the software to reveal
finer details about its process zone, and to obtain data and deeper understanding on the
process of VPS as well.
First the initial heating-up period, and the steady state was studied to obtain
information according to the previous results described in Chapters 4.5-4.7. The state
variable study was implemented in 3D, to investigate the state variable relations inside the
process zone, according to the geometry of the construction. Also the process zone was
investigated without a board, to study the system at its basic state, without any perturbing
factor. Future plans involve more complex simulations as the development of the software
continues.
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5.2 Overview on Simulation of Soldering Ovens
One specific approach of simulation in the field of the reflow technology is based
on the overall simulation of the oven process zone, called “oven level” modelling. These
models may also include the board in the simulation as well, where the combined models
are called “oven and board level” models. This approach is the most common one, also
describing the overall combination of physical effects which occur in the oven. The
inclusion of the board may help to reveal occurring perturbations inside the process zone,
which may be caused by an actual assembly, and may also help to investigate the effect of
the heat transfer method on the board itself. More complicated modelling approaches
involve the components on the board, with the “component level” modelling. The focus on
the components may help to reveal the effect of the heat transfer on the small scale parts of
an assembly and the solder joints themselves, also pointing out possible root causes of an
investigated soldering failure (such as mechanical damage, deformation, alignment
problems, etc.) occurring on a specific component type. The component level models are
usually neglecting the specific details about the oven, and focus on the direct
thermodynamic phenomena, affecting the components and the joints. The modelling
methods are later described with actual examples from the literature.
The physical phenomena inside the soldering ovens can be described with
differential equation systems. Numerical solutions of differential equations may be
obtained with the Finite Difference Method (FDM), where a discrete unknown is assigned
to one discretization point and one equation is coupled to one discrete point. Finite Volume
Method (FVM) uses a similar approach, where the given points are related to discrete
volumes around the points. During the method a local balance is described on each
volume; then an integral formulation of the fluxes over the volume boundary is obtained by
a divergence formula. From the practical point of view FVM differs from FDM in that the
approximation is used to calculate the given flux rather than the given operator itself [5.1].
The Finite Element Method (FEM) [5.1, 5.2] is a numerical method to solve boundary
value type problems. FEM encloses different possible methods to connect simple element
equations over small subdomains (finite elements). The solution is obtained by converting
the partial equation systems to simple single-variable differential equations. It uses
variation methods to minimize the error and stabilize the solution. [5.3] The different
aspects of the method are discussed on Figure 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1 – Different methods from the aspect of meshing and differential equation solution [5.3]

FDM and FEM are usually compared to each other from different aspects. FEM is
able to handle complicated geometries, due to the flexible meshing. On the other hand
FDM must rely on rectangular shapes which makes grid formulation more problematic
from the aspect of complex physical representations. Consequently the approximation of
the calculations may also be more precise between the grid points of FEM. FEM method is
traditionally used for structural analyses; however its spread in different “multiphysics”
applications (meaning different physical phenomena are modelled concurrently on one
model) is already becoming fundamental from the commercial aspect of the different
available simulation software.
FDM and FVM are usually favoured by the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
and thermodynamic problems, where the geometry must be abstracted to a very large
number of cells. FDM and FVM is usually easier to implement, and the calculation
requirements are a bit smaller than in the case of FEM.
Modelling of IR type ovens was a popular topic, when the method was relevant
from the aspect of mass electronics manufacturing. Whalley, Conway and Williams [5.4,
5.5, 5.6] founded the basics of oven modelling generally. During the years they have
started from a fairly simple FDM modelling method of radiation and heat conduction, with
low cell count and basic geometry representation. During the time they have extended their
investigations to a more refined oven model (Figure 5.2 left), where the whole line was
modelled with different zones and IR radiator elements. They have incorporated a special
method to obtain information about the components on the PCB – the additional
component elements were described as shells (Figure 5.2 right) with no actual volume
(only surfaces without actual mass [5.6]).
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Fig. 5.2 – The refined IR oven model (left) [5.5] and the shell representations of the
components (right) [5.6]

Eftychiou et al. has presented a more complex model, where the cell number was
increased to the order of ~10.000, and the method was changed to FVM due to the
geometry construction, where a suction hole generated laminar flow inside the process
zone [5.7]. Their flow model is based on the two-dimensional elliptic (transient type)
Navier-Stokes equation and optimized energy equations.
Later mixed IR and convection type ovens were investigated from the aspect of
modelling and simulation. Sarvar and Conway updated the original shell model to a finer
resolution with the application of SMD components (Figure 5.2 (left)) [5.8]. Their method
was pioneer from the aspect of reflow profile optimization and showing possibilities for
industrial applications [5.9, 5.10]. Whalley later reformed his original aspect of modelling
with the application of thermal node theory to his oven and board level model [5.11]. His
FDM approach was simpler and more effective from the aspect of computational time than
the previous works in the field.

Fig. 5.3 – The refined shell method (left) [5.8]; thermal node of Whalley [5.11]

The effective method of Whalley was convincing from the aspect of precision and
efficiency. A typical profile of measured and calculated temperature on the PCB along the
oven is presented on Figure 5.4. Later Svasta et al. have modified the Whalley approach,
so that the board model was recalculated along the component locations with a finer
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mesh [5.12]. Meanwhile the industry has already changed to forced convection type ovens
so new approaches were required for the oven modelling.
refined mesh

component

Fig. 5.4 – Comparison of measured versus calculated values by Whalley (left) [5.11]; refined
board model with inhomogeneous mesh [5.12];

With the spread of forced convection type ovens, the simulations were processed
with the CFD method [5.13,5.14]. Eveloy et al. tried a simplified modelling [5.13],
however their convection model was only a box with influent gas, which was far from the
constructional solutions of current convection ovens. Later Powell introduced [5.14] a
novel aspect, where the flow could be considered laminar, due to the horizontal flow
(instead of the usual vertical flow directions in the case of convection ovens). His model
incorporated ideal heat transfer, which causes inaccurate results. Other types of industrial
ovens (such as ovens from the food industry) were also investigated in different
publications, but these ovens are occasionally constructed without the use of forced gas
flow [5.15, 5.16].
Simulation of forced convection type reflow ovens has a research history at the
department by Illés et al [5.14]. Several experiments and simulations were done on
industrial reflow ovens: these investigations included the definition of a heat transfer
coefficient, the description of the direction characteristics of the coefficient and 3D
thermodynamic modelling for the investigation of soldering failures [5.14]. On oven level
several papers involved the measurement and calculation of the heat transfer coefficient
inside convection type ovens [5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18] in order to obtain a component level
model. The heat transfer coefficient and the gas flow inside forming-gas type Si-bonder
ovens were investigated with CFD method [5.19, 5.20] (also shown on Figure. 5.5 left). On
component level the inhomogeneous heating of given components were inspected
according to their size and displacement [5.21, 5.22]. Heating paths are investigated on a
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numerical (FDM) analysis of a given SMD component on Figure 5.5 (right). These
previous works served as an inspirational source for my specific research field.

Fig. 5.5 – CFD analysis of a reflow oven [5.20] where H2 concentration, pressure distribution,
gas velocity distribution and temperature distribution is investigated along the cross section of the
oven (left); heating path analysis of a component with non uniform mesh [5.14] (right);

Thorough and detailed simulation description of a VPS oven is not present in the
current literature. Do Mai Lam have showed initial results of simulating an oven in his
PhD dissertation [4.5] however the published description is not sufficient to deduct further
conclusions. Lam describes a basic Comsol model of his VPS oven, however he misses the
description of the applied modules (combined multi-physics approach), the sub-processes,
the phase change itself during the heating up period and he also misses any verification
step for the modelling. No other publications showed computational approach on VPS
oven investigations.
During the process the following thermodynamic relations should be considered.
The heat equation [5.23, 5.24] can be used as the basic physical description (also presented
at (3.5) for the heat generated by the immersion heater and the cooling effect of the cooling
pipe:
T


 2T
t
  Cs

(5.1)

where (t) is the time [s], (T) is the temperature [K], (CS) is the specific heat capacity of the
material [J/kg·K], (ρ) is the density of the material [kg/m3] and (λ) is the specific thermal
conductivity of the material [W/m·K]. The Galden fluid reaches the boiling point during
heating. After this point, all influent heat is used for the evaporation. The mass change can
be described with:
m   A

 T
t
h

(5.2)
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where (h) is the latent heat of the Galden [J/kg], (A) is the area crossed by the heat flow
[m2] and (m) is the mass of the phase changing material [kg]. The same phenomenon
occurs when the Galden vapour condenses on a colder surface. The released energy of the
phase change then generates a heat flow into the solid material.
Concentration difference is triggered both in the heated fluid and the vapour space
by the phase changes and inhomogeneous heating of the Galden. The phenomena generates
diffusion based mass transport mechanisms in the fluid itself which can be described by the
second law of Fick [5.25] describing concentration change over the time:

 D   2
t

(5.3)

where (φ) is the concentration of the fluid [kg/m3], (D) is the diffusion constant of the fluid
[m2/s]. Fick’s law is considered to be analogous to the heat equation. Also it is important to
see that this effect is minor compared to the effect of the saturated vapour blanket.
Due to the mass transport mechanisms energy transport is also present, which can
be defined in the following form:
E
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(5.4)

where (V) is the volume where the concentration change occurs [m3].

5.3 Describing the Simulation Tool
The simulation software was specifically developed for VPS studies at the
department by Dr. Balázs Illés [L3, L5]. The software is based on a custom FDM code;
from the aspect of the user it is more sophisticated than a commercial multi-physics
program, but it is more flexible from the aspect of the simulated process and the
construction setups. The developed software is able to handle all basic types of VPS
soldering (Figure 2.9) with proper settings. As a starting point, the standard method was
chosen for the aim of my research. The software at this point of the research was not yet
able to incorporate a PCB board (board level model) to its geometry setup, so as an initial
analysis I aimed for a basic geometry investigation of the oven. The modelling of different
advanced VPS methods and the investigation of a combined oven and board level model is
considered as a possible research path for the future.
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The software is configured to work on the simple model of the VPS process, which
is shown in Figure 5.6. The presented basics are fully compatible with the physical model,
representing the occurring sub-processes. The mass and energy changes are highlighted at
the relevant blocks.

Fig. 5.6 – Basic “multiphysics” model of the two phase system;

The multiphysics model is based on the following: heat is generated by the Heater
(the heat source), which couples the heat to the Galden Fluid. The Fluid is heated
eventually up to its boiling point, where evaporation takes place. The evaporation results in
mass and energy transport from the Fluid to the Vapour at the surface cells. The Vapour
gets saturated due to the continuous evaporation; saturation in the given volume causes
mass flow both vertically and horizontally. Eventually the vapour fills the tank, forcing out
the air. The vapour condenses on the Cooler and the Wall which serves as a heat sink in the
model. The condensed vapour is transferred back to the Fluid. Minor effects are also
realized in the model, where diffusion causes additional mass and energy transfer both
within the Fluid and the Vapour.
To set up the software, the following initial steps should be considered from the
point of the user:
 meshing the physical model (geometry, element-division);
 defining the parameters and the boundary conditions;
 solving the problem;
 evaluation of the results.
The software runs under Matlab environment. The numerical calculation uses FDM
in order to achieve high solving calculation speed and flexible implementation of the
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physical model. The partial differential equations are treated with the three dimensional
explicit Forward Time Central Space (FTCS) method [5.26, 5.27] by the program, which
calculates the state at a later time point, with a small time step from the current state.
For the heat transfer between the cells, central node theory is used by the software,
which is described in [5.28]. The applied cells are cuboid types; they are optimal for
representing basic elements in both uniform and non-uniform grid types.
The overall verification (Figure 5.7) of the software was done according to the two
state variables [L3]. The conformity of the results was considered acceptable with an
approximation of an averaged ~2% error for both variable parameters.

Fig. 5.7 – Temperature verification (left); pressure difference verification (right);

In Figure 5.7 (left) the calculated and measured temperature values are compared at
the base location of (x,y) [mm]: (100,150) on the three different height (z) levels
mentioned above. The results show satisfying conformity. Minor deviations were observed
between the measured and simulated data runs, mainly in the case of the 100 and 150
heights after the breaking points of the curves. The calculated values show slightly faster
heating. A possible reason for this could be the cooling effect of the wall in the physical
model setup.
After the temperature saturation reaches a given height, the space below can be
considered nearly isothermal. Therefore, the change in the concentration gradient – caused
by the diffusion or the condensation – in the given volume will have to be followed by the
pressure gradient change with the same characteristics, according to the gas law (3.7). In
Figure 5.7 (right) the change of the calculated concentration gradients are compared to the
change of the measured pressure gradients between the three different height levels and the
top of the tank (z) [mm]: (170) at the location (x,y) [mm]:(100,150). The temperature
saturation points – when the saturation is more than 90% – are also marked in Fig. 6 (ST1,
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ST2 and ST3) according to Figure 5.2 reveals that the measured and simulated
characteristics conform in an acceptable manner.
The verification of the software during its development was aided with my
presented measurement methods described in Chapter 4. The aforementioned verification
errors and the observed transients could also be accounted to the slightly varying
parameters of the Galden fluid.

5.4 Setting up the Mesh, the Material- and the Boundary Parameters
The cuboid elements are set up in a non-uniform cell. During cell partition, borders
of the different materials have to be taken into consideration. The construction of the grid
was achieved via section planes. With this approximation, the cell borders are the actual
section lines of these planes. Due to the sectioning, the neighbouring faces of the cells have
the same size and all cells can have a maximum of 6 neighbours. 20 cells were set along
the x axis (shorter side of the tank), with 30 cells along the y axis (longer side of the tank)
and with 18 cells along the z axis (height of the tank). The common cell is set to have a
1 cm3 volume. This cell size is acceptable for the software which was verified for
0.5-10 mm cell sizes (depending on the material boarders). The final numerical grid
contains ~11000 cells altogether. The visualized grid can be seen in Figure 5.8. In order to
allow a better visualization of this concept, only the outer section lines of the base planes
are visible in the picture. For practical purposes, a fixed process volume (where the
soldering takes place) was defined, based on the setup of the physical model. It was
suggested by practical assumptions, that in this zone, the effect of the cooler and the heater
may be neglected, from the aspect of temperature and vapour concentration distribution
without any perturbing effects. This processing volume of the tank was defined between
20–160 mm along the x axis, 40–250 mm along the y axis, and 40–160 mm along the z
axis. The purple column shows the volume in Figure 5.8. The origin of the dimensions
with a black dot and also the axes are shown in the Figure. A grid dependency analysis
showed no considerable improvement upon further refining of the mesh; however with the
roughing of the mesh, the error greatly overshot the proposed 5% margin. While the whole
construction is symmetrical on the YZ plane at the middle of the X axis, only the half grid
was applied for the final calculations as an optimization.
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Fig. 5.8 – Outer section line mesh of the tank (along XY, XZ and YZ planes), with the processing
volume (highlighted with the purple column)

The physical mesh contains the following cells: stainless steel (the wall of the tank
and the top lid), Galden fluid, copper (the wall of the cooler tube), gas cells (mixture of air
and Galden vapour) and the heater tube as a compound material (Kanthal filament in
ceramics lining with stainless steel tube). The software handles the actual parameter values
of the composite cells with calculations according to the mass ratio and size ratio of the
different composing materials in the cell. The sensor ladder introduced previously (see
Figure 4.6), the basket, and the buckle shaped lid is omitted from the modelling, due to
their fine geometry, which would render the whole mesh generation too complex. The
omission is also plausible from the aspect of basic research, and the approach of simplified
oven level simulations presented in the literature. The final applied parameters of the
materials can be seen in Table 5.1. The temperature related parameters were set at 180 °C,
while the initial verification measurement results showed almost ~10 °C boiling point drift
with the used Galden.
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Table 5.1 - Applied physical parameters of the used materials [2.15, 2.17]

Air
Galden fluid

Density
[kg/m3]

Specific heat
capacity
[J/(kg·K)]

Specific
thermal cond.
[W/(m·K)]

Latent heat
(fluid-vapor)
[J/kg]

Mass
diffusivity
(air) [cm2/s]

Thermal exp.
coeff.
[m3/(m3·K)]

1,2

1009

0.03

NA

NA

NA

63000

NA

0.1

1820

973

***

0.065

***

20*

973***

0.065***

NA

0.35**

NA

Stainless
steel

8000

500

18

NA

NA

NA

Compound
heater tube

4945

649

22.96

NA

NA

NA

Copper

8960

390

401

NA

NA

NA

Galden
vapour

*

Saturation vapour concentration at 180°C. ** At 180°C. *** No available data on temperature dependency

The following conditions were applied for the simulation. The initial temperature of
the cells was: Tn (0)  25C (Galden fluid and air is filled into the tank). The heating of the
Galden fluid and the cooling of the vapour space in the tank was implemented as Dirichlet
type, fixed temperature heating/cooling. This approximation means constant temperatures
and infinite heating/cooling capacity.
Tn (t ) nheating  238C; Tn (t ) n cooling  25C

These temperatures were set according to the previous measurements and
experiments with 550 W. By applying this heating parameter, the maximum input power
density was below 5 W/cm2, the critical heat flux density. For a practical approach on the
simulation heat and mass transfer are omitted across the solid boundaries of the model (the
walls of the VPS tank are considered adiabatic).

5.5 Results of the Simulation, Discussion
The main aim of the simulation was to investigate the pre-defined processing
volume of the vapour space. Also an investigation was needed whether this volume of the
tank is suitable for soldering, or if this pre-defined volume has to be modified. In the case
of the simple VPS method (Figure 2.9) the preliminary condition for an optimal soldering
volume is the saturation of the vapour concentration and maximum temperature.
In the first step, temperature and concentration distributions of the vapour space
were studied along different section planes and at different times in order to find the
inhomogeneities of the system caused by the construction and the geometry. Both the
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immersion heater and the cooler can affect the whole process. Then the heights of the
maximum temperature and saturated vapour concentration were investigated to study the
development of the vapour blanket inside the processing volume of the tank and to define
the necessary heating time for the saturation.
Temperature and vapour concentration distributions are shown in Figure 5.9 along
the xz cross section of the tank at y=150 mm at different time points (7, 9, 12 min)
calculated from the start of the heating. The top surface of the Galden liquid is marked by
the dark dashed line on the bottom (the visualization of the fluid is omitted in the case of
vapour concentration plots) and the previously defined borders of a practical processing
volume are marked by the white dashed rectangles on both (a-f) parts of the figure.

Fig. 5.9 - Vapour concentration (a-c) and temperature (d-f) maps along (xz) cross section at y=150
mm point, at 7, 9 and 12 min time points

More cross section planes were investigated shifted along points of (y) axis, and it
was observed during the calculations (at all planes) that the saturation of the vapour
concentration began above the two inner tubes (Figure 5.9 a-b) of the heating element
(which is presented in Figures 4.4, 4.5 and shown on 5.6 as well) while the maximization
of the temperature in the vapour space started between the middle tubes (Figure 5.9 d-e).
The effect is due to the fact that the evaporation is most active above the inner
tubes. The temperature saturation of the vapour space is more successful in the middle due
to the effect of the tank walls and the cooler tubes around the top edge of the process zone.
This effect however does not cause any irregularity during the soldering process, since it
has disappeared after a 12 minute heating of the system (see Figures 5.9.c, and f). The pre68

defined processing volume is saturated along the y axis without any inhomogeneities. It
was also found that the omission of the overhanging lid also affects the simulation, where
the topmost layer of the vapour is not saturated (assumed by the sensor ladder
measurements described in Chapter 4.5). This imprecision should be investigated in future
works, where the soldering space investigation is aimed for the non-saturated VPS
methods. In this case, the given order of imprecision is acceptable for the basic VPS
method, where only the saturated volume situated below the level of the coolers is used for
soldering. According to the simulation, the virtual model is faster (as also seen on
Figure 5.7), than the measurement results obtained in Chapters 4.7 and 4.8. The faster
response of the simulated system (which was seen during the verification and in Chapters 4
and 5) can be explained with the factors discussed at the verification of the model (Chapter
5.4), and any differences during setting up the physical model (e.g. minor fluid loss during
the continuous cycles). Also the manually managed plot database may have minor timing
error due to the joining of different plots, where the proper comparison of two plots needs
careful setting, minimizing the deviations from the ±1 °C error of temperature
measurement. Several °C deviations from the initial ambient temperature may also cause
an observable change in the whole process time. Even in laboratory environment, the
ambient circumstances during the experiments may have a minor variation, like discussed
in Chapter 4.8. These factors justify the total combined imprecision of timing; however
this order is usually acceptable in the field of thermodynamic simulations.
In Figure 5.10, the temperature and vapour concentration distributions can be seen
along the plane (x) [mm]: 100 (the middle section) at different time points calculated from
the start of the heating (7, 12 minutes). The top of the Galden is marked by the dark dashed
line (like in the case of Figure 5.9), and again, the pre-defined border of the processing
volume is marked by the white dashed rectangles. Since the heater system is asymmetric
along the y direction the heater element is closer to the right wall than left one (see in
Figure 5.10), some inhomogeneities were already expected in the vapour space at the x
section plains. This is most visible along the x median of the tank where an x-parallel part
of the whole heater tube is situated perpendicularly between the ends of two y-parallel
heating tube sections.
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Fig. 5.10 - Vapour concentration (a-b) and temperature (c-d) distributions along x=100 mm; at time
points 7 and 12 mins.

As it was expected, the inhomogeneity of the vapour space is considerable at the
beginning of the heating (Figure 5.10. a, c), and also some inhomogeneity remains after 12
minutes of heating, (most apparent in the case of vapour concentration distribution in
Figure 5.10 b). Note that the worst case was presented and this effect is much weaker at the
other x section planes due to the y parallel heater sections running along the slice. The
assumption that the best position of the processing volume is over the heater elements
seemed to be wrong. Due to the asymmetrical positioning of the heater element at the
bottom of the tank, the most effective saturation of the vapour space did not occur directly
above the y-parallel heater element parts, but slightly to the left of it along the y axis. The
optimal processing volume was moved along the y axis towards the left by 10 mm
according to the findings (shown by the blue dotted rectangles in Figure 5.10).
Figure 5.11 shows the saturation heights of the vapour concentration and the
temperature at different times calculated from the start of the heating (8, 10, 12 mins). The
visualisation can be considered as a “shell” diagram, the representation of the saturation
boundary surface (according to the height color bar), showing the highest points in the
vapour space of the tank, where under that point, the saturation (or temperature
maximization) is already set. From the aspect of temperature measurements this can be
interpreted as an “isothermal shell” of the maximum temperature. The pre-defined border
of the processing volume is marked by the white dashed rectangles and the new optimal
volume is marked by the blue dashed rectangles.
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Fig. 5.11 - Saturation heights of a-c) the vapour concentration (20 kg/m3) and d-f) the temperature
maximum (180 ºC) in the tank at 8, 10 and 12 mins.

The different behaviour of the temperature and the vapour concentration saturation
is clearly visible here as well (Figures 5.11 a, d – for example), where concentration
saturates above the two closer heater tubes first. Meanwhile the temperature reaches its
maximum between the middle heater tubes as well. As it was expected according to the
previous results (Figure 5.11), both temperature and concentration saturation took place in
the processing volume after 12 minutes heating. The shell visualisation reveals that the
saturation height is not uniform, reassuring the assumptions of the floating pillow
observations in Chapter 4.6 which already hinted that the upper boundary of the vapour
blanket is not planar. A corner effect is also observable on the whole process zone.
In addition, Figure 5.11 also reassured that the processing volume has to be moved
to the left along the y axis by 10 mm. Some negligible inhomogeneities still exist in the
saturated vapour concentration (Figure 5.11 c) at the left and right borders of processing
volume; the cause of neglection is that the inhomogeneities are located over the 160 mm
vertical mark, just over the processing volume. It is also noted that immersion heating
tubes cause considerable inhomogeneities during the evaporation of the Galden liquid and
setting up the process zone. The boiling of the Galden and the significant amount of the
evaporation happens in the proximity of the heater tubes (Figures 5.9 – 5.11). This effect
does not cause any major problem during the development of the vapour inside the
processing volume. According to the simulation results, a minor change must be set on this
pre-defined space. After the correction, the given volume is suitable for soldering with the
basic method of VPS described before. The maximal PCB size should be defined
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according to the optimal space, with the XY dimensions of 140x210 mm. It is also
important to conclude, that the optimal space is considerably smaller than the whole
process volume.

5.6 Closing remarks on the Simulation Results
With the simulation tool, it is possible to investigate the requirements for the basic
VPS method, in a given geometry. Also the results point out that, in a VPS oven
construction, it is more suitable to use homogeneous flat plates for even heating of the heat
transfer fluid, than heater tubes with curvatures. Inhomogeneous overall distribution of the
heater filament in the horizontal-lateral (XY) design is non-optimal from the aspect of
homogeneous heating.
The next generation of the software was under construction during this part of my
work. The software aims an oven and board approach to investigate the heat transfer on a
dedicated PCB assembly which is inserted into the oven model, also revealing the vapour
state variable relations inside the process zone, when it is perturbed by an immersed board.
The simulation offers a powerful tool to investigate a VPS oven and its process
zone. However, the runtime of the simulations is in the order of hours, so this methodology
is mainly applicable in the field of advanced engineering and research, not in actual
production. For a novel approach on the simulation a new modelling method is presented
in the following chapter, which reveals a practical and immediate solution for the
simulation of heat transfer during the VPS process. At the point of writing the dissertation,
an experiment is under progress at the department to implement a similar model of a VPS
in a commercial CFX program.
The methodology and the obtained results of the simulations were published in
[L3], [R3] and [K1].
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6. Heat Transfer Modeling During VPS based on Filmwise
Condensation
6.1 Motivation to Investigate the Condensation Heating During VPS
Heat transfer during VPS is based on the condensation of the heat transfer fluid on
the assembly (the PCB and the components), which is immersed into the saturated
(standard VPS mode) or non-saturated (heat level, and SVP methods) vapour. The
description of heat transfer based on the condensation must be approached from the
condensation theory, which was first introduced by Nusselt [6.1].
The lack of scientific description of the heat-transfer mechanism during the VPS
process is a serious gap in the current literature. The basic description of Leider [2.51]
declares a higher heat transfer coefficient than in the case of common, conventional reflow
technologies. The multi-physics approach (presented in Chapter 5.) was prepared to
simulate the vapour relations and the temperature of an immersed body, however, the
multi-physics method is not practical from industrial application aspects, due to the
extensive calculation time. To sum up, it is important to find a proper and efficient model
of the heat transfer to achieve a deeper understanding of the heating, and consequently
achieve better temperature control – ultimately – better quality of the formed solder joints.
I have aimed to obtain an overall heat transfer coefficient, which is based on the
horizontal deduction of the Nusselt formula, and the overall form of Newton’s explicit
formula (3.2). With this approach it is possible calculate efficiently the heating of a PCB
which is immersed into saturated vapour of the standard VPS oven (Figure 2.9). The key of
this approach is a definition of a general heat transfer coefficient, which is able to
characterize the process of the PCB heating during the standard VPS method.

6.2 Filmwise Condensation During VPS
The heating of the PCB (the assembly to be soldered) can be modelled with the
theory of filmwise condensation. Condensation occurs when the surface of the PCB is in
contact with the vapour atmosphere, where the vapour temperature is higher than the
temperature of the assembly. During “filmwise condensation”, the liquid condensate wets
the surface and a continuous film layer forms instantaneously on this surface. If the liquid
does not wet the surface, the condensate forms into numerous discrete droplets; in this case
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the phenomenon is called as “dropwise condensation”. [6.2] In the case of heated PCB, the
phenomenon can be considered as the classical case of filmwise condensation, where the
process of the continuous layer formation is neglected, the film layer is supposed to cover
the whole PCB right after the immersion to the saturated vapour.
The local heat transfer coefficient (6.1) for a film layer with a definite film
thickness at a specific point can be written as:

hZ 

kZ
,


(6.1)

where (hZ) is the local heat transfer coefficient [W/m2·K], (kZ) is the specific thermal
conductivity [W/m·K], (δ) is the film layer thickness at given point [m]. Nusselt was the
first who described [6.1] the heat transfer of filmwise condensation on a surface of a
vertical wall according to (6.1). (His coefficient – the Nusselt number - gives the ratio of
convective to conductive heat transfer at a surface boundary within a liquid layer.) After
calculating the force balances, the local flow rate of the condensate and the film thickness,
his model (6.2) gives the following formula for the L averaged heat transfer coefficient:
1

 h   (  v )  g  sin   L3  4
Nu  kl kl
hL 
  0.943   lv l l
 ,
L
L
(Tsat  Tb ) l  kl



(6.2)

where (L) is the z dimensional length of the film condensed on a vertical wall [m], (hL) is
the L-averaged heat transfer coefficient [W/m2·K], (Nu) is the L-averaged Nusselt number,
(hlv) is the latent heat of vaporization [kJ/kg], (ρl) is the density of the liquid [kg/m3], (ρv) is
the density of the vapour [kg/m3], (g) is the gravitational constant [m/s2], (TSAT) is the
temperature of the vapour [K], (Tb) is the temperature of the body [K], and (μl) is the
dynamic viscosity [kg/m·s]. The model has an implemented correction to handle the
inclination of the surface (sin α) [14], meanwhile predicting zero heat transfer when the
surface becomes horizontal and the angle becomes zero. Due to the vertical approach of
the original Nusselt model, this approach is not applicable on the case of VPS in its present
form.
During the VPS process, the PCB is immersed into the vapour in horizontal
orientation. A simple description can be used to describe the heating of the board itself.
The basic heating (or cooling) of a body can be described with the law of Newton (6.3
similarly to 3.2):
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dQb
 h  A  (Tsat  Tb ) ,
dt

(6.3)

where (Qb) is the thermal energy of the body [J], (h) is the heat transfer coefficient across
the boundary of the filmwise condensate and the horizontal FR4 plate surfaces [W/m2·K],
(A) is the surface whereon the condensation occurs [m2], (Tb) is the temperature of the
body and (Tsat) is the temperature of the vapour [K], (t) is the time [s]. Finding a proper
heat transfer coefficient is a key to the proper description of condensation heating during
VPS. The increase of the body temperature (6.4) can be calculated with:

dTb
dQb

,
dt Cb  mb

(6.4)

where (Cb) is the specific heat of the body (standard FR4 PCB material in this case), (mb) is
the mass of the body.
The top side of the PCB can be considered as an upward facing horizontal plate,
with free edges. This means that the condensed liquid is able to spill down at the edges.
This way the steady state thickness of the film is settled with the balance of the
condensation rate on the surface and the downward flow rate along the edges.
Condensation also occurs on the bottom side, forming a wavy surface of fluid film,
according to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability [6.3, 6.4]. The generated condensate drips
down intermittently from this wavy film. Consider a cross section, two-dimensional
geometry, shown in Figure 6.1, which is a cross section of the PCB plate with an edge
length of L and a plate height of H, where L>>H. The condensate is assumed to have
laminar flow within the film layer along the L length, where the thickness of the
condensate is the highest at the centre of the plate.

Fig. 6.1 – Condensation of the Galden on the PCB, the “horizontal plate”
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For a simplified approach on VPS we also assume the following conditions for the
model:


there is a conductive heat transfer between the solid body and the film,



there is a uniform solid body temperature,



there is no slip condition at the liquid and solid “wall” interface,



there is a saturated unperturbed-quiescent vapour (which is already set to a steady state
of saturation, described before in Chapter 4.7),



there is a lack of interfacial resistance to heat transfer at the liquid-vapour interface,



there is a lack of momentum effect in the condensate (no downward drag caused by
the vapour),



the consumed vapour is always regenerated by the boiling Galden in the vapour space,
so that the available vapour is always sufficient for continuous condensation,



the dynamic material properties are controlled in function of temperature,



flow from the Top to the Bottom side is neglected.

6.3 Correction of the Nusselt Theory for Horizontal Cases
As seen in the previous chapter, the case of a horizontal plate should be
investigated in the case of a vapour phase soldered PCB. During the years, the Nusseltmodel had been refined for horizontal cases according to experimental-analytical data.
Popov [6.5] was the first who studied the case of condensation for horizontal surfaces;
however, the first proper model for the particular case on the upper side of a horizontal
plate was introduced by Nimmo and Leppert [6.2, 6.6]. They assumed that the condensate
flow on the top of a horizontal plate depends on the hydrostatic pressure gradient caused
by the differences in the film thickness from the center to the edge of the horizontal plate.
Their model included a correction on the one-fourth exponent of Nusselt to one-fifth, also
highlighted by Bejan [6.7] and also Chiou and Chang [6.8] for horizontal cases.
Modifications on their model by other researchers [6.2] predicted slightly different
solutions from the original Nimmo-Leppert formula, but there was no significant
improvement on the original, from the aspect of precise approximation, while the selected
models even had an over prediction of 20-25 % from measurement data with the case of
water steam. From the Nimmo-Leppert model (see Eq. 6.5), the following heat transfer
coefficient (hL_NL) can be defined for the top side of the plate:
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1

hL _ NL
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(6.5)

Based on previous results of extensive investigations [6.9], Bejan added [6.7] the
condition of zero film thickness at the top edge of the plate, where the flow rate reaches its
highest (but nonetheless finite) value. His model incorporates the one-fifth exponent and a
correction (6.6) introduced by Roshenow. Roshenow showed in his works [6.2, 6.10] that
the latent heat of vaporization should be refined if the temperature of the filmwise
condensate is allowed to have a nonlinear distribution within the film layer itself. His
correction of subcooling was formulated as:

hlv '  hlv  0.68  C  (Tv  Tb ) ,

(6.6)

where (hlv’) [kJ/kg] is the corrected form of the latent heat, (C) [J/kg·K] is the specific heat
of the condensate (the Galden itself). According to the calculated formula of Bejan (6.7),
the heat transfer coefficient (hL_BE) for the top side of the plate is:
1

hL _ BE
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(6.7)

The effect of condensing film on the bottom side of a horizontal plate requires a
different approach and was investigated by Gerstmann and Griffith [6.2, 6.11]. Their
model is based on the investigation of the Taylor instability (droplet formation on the
bottom side of the horizontal plate), and can be used as a complementary solution - in
addition to the calculations on the top side. Their defined heat transfer coefficient (6.10) is
obtained from the calculated Nusselt number (NuGG) , see Eq. (6.8) and the Rayleigh
number (6.9):
1

NuGG 
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(6.8)

where (Ra) is the Rayleigh number. It is calculated as:
Ra 
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,
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(6.9)
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where (σ) is the dimensionless condensation coefficient. Finally the heat transfer
coefficient for the bottom side can be calculated as:
1

hL _ GG


2

 NuGG  kl / 
 .
 g  (l  v ) 

(6.10)

According to the literature this form was originally intended to be used in a case when a
slight inclination of the body is observable. During verification, this solution has
approximated our results with the least error, so this approach was applied later for the
given case of VPS.
Along the different descriptions for top and bottom sides of a horizontal plate,
Leider [2.51] published a formula of an overall heat transfer coefficient for the case of VPS
originated from Nusselt; however his description lacked a thorough deduction. Also his
approximation did not incorporate any separation of the different sides of the PCB, and
also lacked the previously introduced corrections. His approach is the only VPS related
description (6.11) available in the literature. It is written in the following form:
1

hL _ LE
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(6.11)

6.4 Applied Methods and Parameters
The thermal energy of the heated PCB plate can be calculated by Equation (6.3),
assuming that the PCB has two different surfaces (top, bottom) with two different heat
transfer coefficients. The proposed explicit filmwise model calculates heat transfer
simultaneously on both surfaces (where each surface area is equally (A)). The heat transfer
from the vertical surfaces can be neglected due to the plate geometry ratios (where the
lateral sizes are at least higher with two orders of magnitude compared to the height of the
board). For implementing the calculations and evaluating the results, MATLAB
environment was used.
To verify the calculations, a measurement was carried out in the physical model
VPS setup which was described in Chapter 4 thoroughly. Figure 6.2 shows the schematic
setup for the measurement. The vapour space of the setup contained saturated vapour of
Galden HT170. With proper parameter settings, HT170 and the more common LS230
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liquid (relevant from conventional lead free temperatures) are commutable from the aspect
of my method. The vapour blanket was developed with 550 W heating power.

Fig. 6.2 – Schematic view on the setup of the physical model, with a PCB immersed into saturated
vapour; the point of immersion was set according to the optimal volume, found in Chapter 5.5

During the investigations, a plain FR4 board (with 80x80x1.6 mm3) was immersed
into the saturated vapour. The temperature was measured with K-Type thermocouples with
the precision of (±1 °C). The thermocouples can be attached to the PCB prepared for solder
profile measurement with tape, with SMD adhesives and with (high temperature melting
point) solder alloy. In my initial investigations [R4] the most reliable results were achieved
with solder attachment, however SMD adhesives can be considered also as a viable
solution for attaching K-type thermocouples. Tape attachment is not recommended due to
the condensed flowing film layer, which affects the adhesion of the tape and consequently
the contact between the hot end of the thermocouple and the measured surface.
The thermocouples were positioned in small bores on the PCB in five positions
(Figure 6.3), and then were fixed with Loctite 3621 SMD adhesive (cured with hot-air
soldering gun). The measured temperature curves during the immersion were then
averaged to get a mean temperature of the board itself. Also five immersions were
recorded and then the arithmetic averages were calculated for the measurement result.
The ambient (Tamb_b) initial temperature of the plate is 313 K (40 °C) due to a
preheating effect, which occurs when the PCB is positioned above the opening of the VPS
tank. The PCB is immersed into the vapour trough the opening with a thin copper wire
fixed on the four corners of the PCB in small vias, minimizing additional thermal
capacitances and any perturbing effect.
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Fig. 6.3 – Schematic view on the thermocouple attachment on the PCB

Table 6.1 shows the parameters which were used during the calculations. The
parameters of the Galden liquid are obtained from data sheets [2.17].
Table 6.1 - Parameters of the applied materials
Material\
Parameter
FR4
HT170

Density
[kg/m3]
1850
*

Specific heat
[J/kg·K]
600
971

Thermal cond.
[W/m·K]
0.25
0.065

Latent heat
[J/kg·K]
66988

Saturation temp.
[°C]
170

The variable thermophisycal properties of the Galden HT170 (density, as noted (*) in
Table 6.1, and dynamic viscosity) were obtained from the catalogue [2.17]. The plot of
inverse dynamic viscosity characteristic (calculated from kinematic viscosity) has a slight
nonlinearity as shown in Figure 6.4. This will be important later, during the description of
the applied methods.

Fig. 6.4 – Dynamic parameters of Galden HT170 obtained and imported from the datasheet [2.17]
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To calculate the heating, separate cases were defined to differentiate the heat
transfer calculation variations. For the top surface the Nimmo-Leppert and Bejan models
were applied as san approximating model; for the bottom, the Gerstmann-Griffith model
was applied. The Leider model was applied for both surfaces in the same time due to its
published general form. The different cases are shown on Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 - Different cases for calculations

CASES
A
B
C

Applied Model on the Given Side
TOP
BOTTOM
Nimmo-Leppert Gerstmann-Griffith
Bejan
Gerstmann-Griffith
Leider
Leider

The aim is to compare the calculations with the measured data, to find the best
approximation, with the least maximum and average relative error.

6.5 Results of the Calculations
The calculations were initiated with the basic form of the models without any
correction factors. To improve the initial results additional corrections were applied to the
original correlations. Aside the Roshenow correction and the one-fifth exponent, I have
introduced an additional empirical correction, which was found by Drew [6.2, 6.12]. He
pointed out, that the physical properties and dynamic material parameters should be
evaluated at a reference temperature calculated from:

Tref  Tsat  K  (Tsat  Tb ) ,

(6.11)

where (K) is a constant, which was defined to be 0,75 according to Drew. Drew suggested
his correction for the cases where (1/μl) can be considered linear. The actual reciprocal plot
of the dynamic viscosity (according to Figure 6.4) is deviating with an average of
~105 [1/(kg/m·s)] (~ 10.5 % avg. error) from the linear approximation, but this imprecision
will be neglected during the calculations, and in the relevant temperature range (40170 °C) the nonlinearity will be roughly approximated with a linear solution according to
initial verifications. Further correction of the Drew factor should be investigated in the
future works.
The corrections were investigated separately to find if there is improvement upon
the original, literature forms of the models. Then it was found that I was able to use a
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combined correction on the original models. For the Nimmo-Leppert model, I have
combined the Roshenow and Drew corrections; for the Bejan model, I was able to apply
Drew correction upon the already incorporated Roshenow correction; for the bottom side
(Gerstmann-Griffith model) I have applied both Roshenow and Drew corrections in
combination. For the Leider model both Roshenow and Drew corrections were added to
obtain overall improvement, and the 1/5th exponent was also introduced according to the
horizontal positioning discussed before. For the applied Gerstmann-Griffith model during
calculation Cases A and B a condensation coefficient of 0.8 was applied, which was found
to give the best approximation during the tuning of this parameter. The literature aims this
value at 1.0 for condensation of a metal vapor and less than 1.0 (most probably around 0.4)
for water steam [6.2]. Compared to the parameters of water, the approximation should be
proper for Galden vapour.
The calculations gave the following results. Figure 6.5 shows the results with the
original models, where Case A and B both gave appropriate approximation according to
the measured data, but all recorded cases have a visible and considerable deviation. The
results have considerably improved with the applied combined corrections (COR)
discussed above, showing an approximation with better fitting to the measured data. For
the Leider model (Case C), none of the corrections resulted in a better approximation,
however the physical content of these additional improvements are relevant. This also
points out that the Leider model is the least approximate due to its derivation from the
basic Nusselt theory.

Fig. 6.5 – Comparison of the measured and calculated results with the original and the corrected
(COR) models
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An error sweep on the corrected models (Figure 6.6) reveals the running difference
between the measured and the calculated values along the heating period.

Fig. 6.6 – Error sweep of calculations

The relative error profiles show that the main part of the error comes from the
deviation at the ramp-up period – which is also observable in Figure 6.5. Also the
combined corrections render a considerable improvement on the calculations. The overall
best approximation (Case B COR) has a trade-off, while it has the lowest deviation at the
ramp-up period, it also has a slower settling at the saturation temperature. The Leider
model (Case C) again shows a totally different behavior with an increasing overshoot, and
the least precise approximation.
Figure 6.7 presents the direct comparison of the absolute errors. According to the
literature, < 25% overall error is considered as an acceptable result in the case of similar
approximating calculations [6.2]. The average difference between the measured and the
calculated data shows that Case B approximates the measured data with the least maximum
and least overall error. With Case B COR, it is possible to approximate the heating of a PCB
with 8,42 % maximum and 1,89 % overall relative error. This magnitude of error is also
comparable with the imprecision of the actual measuring sensors. While the error of Case
C (the worst approximation) still falls in the acceptable range of the examples found in the
original literature, the corrected version of Case B reduces this error significantly. The
neglected non-linearity during the application of the Drew correction is justified with the
tiny overall relative error; however with further tuning, it might be possible to obtain finer
results with the presented method.
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Fig. 6.7 – Error comparison of calculation results; absolute maximum and average deviations are
compared, revealing that Case B COR is the most reliable method;

The heat transfer coefficients with applied combined corrections are also recorded
and presented in Figure 6.8. It was found according to the previous results, that above 20 s,
the temperature difference between the vapour and the board becomes minimal as the two
plots are tending to each other; thus the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient starts
tending to infinity. However this effect in the results of calculations is negligible, while the
calculated temperature has almost reached its saturation. (The temperature difference is
~0.5 °C at the mentioned time point.)

Fig. 6.8 – Calculated heat transfer coefficients and the relevant window of the found values

The dynamic heat transfer coefficient which yielded the best results (Case B

COR)

can be approximated between 300 and 770 W/m2K. During Case C, the deviation to
infinity sets earlier, revealing again the unreliability of the model.
According to the results, I have defined the following approximate heat transfer
coefficient for the general case of vapour phase soldering. Derived from Case B

COR

the
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given heat transfer coefficient for a two sided PCB with the characteristic edge length of L
is:
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where the corrected values are denoted with (´) according to the aforementioned
modifications. (ρl´) and (μl´) are calculated in function of (Tref) according to Drew. The
Rayleigh number (Ra´) incorporates both the Drew and Roshenow corrections:
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which can be fitted into (6.12). The obtained heat transfer coefficient (6.12) should be
applied in (1), where (A) surface is the surface of a single side (equal on both top and
bottom sides of the PCB).
The accuracy and computing time of the simplified filmwise heat transfer
description for the VPS process was compared with the multi-physics approach on the
problem. During my research on this topic, the complex software (discussed in Chapter 5.)
was extended by its developer to enable the oven and board approach during simulations.
(This extension falls out of the confines of this dissertation). A special dew point
calculation was also implemented in the software by the developer. The PCB parameters
and the geometry was the same in both cases. The comparison of the results obtained from
the two approaches is presented in Figure 6.9.
The results show that the multi-physics VPS software produced the best
approximation. Its precision can be accounted to the focus on the dew point, and also the
calculation of the consumed and re-developed vapour around the board. On the other hand
the simple model approximates the result in the order of a few seconds, while (using the
same hardware configuration) the multi-physics VPS process calculates the final results in
the order of 6-8 hours. The simple, explicit filmwise heat transfer description offers a
better practical solution in those cases, where a heating profile should be obtained
immediately. This approach can be implemented in industrial applications where the
profile setting interface of a VPS oven should give an intermediate prediction for an
operator or an engineer.
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Fig. 6.9 – Comparison of the measured temperature, the simple filmwise condensation model (Case
B COR) and the complex multi-physics software calculation results on temperatures;

6.6 Remarks and Additional Considerations Regarding the Method
The simple filmwise approach offers a tolerable trade-off between calculation time
and calculation precision enabling it as a future consideration for practical applications in
the manufacturing industry, where a proper profile prediction should be obtained in
seconds. The method however has its limitations in the present form. Future plans involve
heat transfer coefficient refinements for the cases, where the vapour is not in its saturated
state, to approximate the effect of thermal treatments in more sophisticated VPS soldering
methods (also seen in Figure 2.9).
The novel approach was introduced and published in [R1], while the results in more
thorough details were published in [L1]. The thermocouple attachment investigation was
described in [R4].
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7. Conclusions
7.1 Thesis Points
Thesis Point I/1.: I have shown that the developed physical model system enables
complex measurement possibilities for a quantitative, multi-parameter description of
physical processes during vapour phase soldering, also enabling optimization from
the energy consumption and efficiency of the method.
With the physical model and the measurement techniques I have concluded, that in any
point of the process zone, the time required to reach the maximal temperature decreases
exponentially with the increase of the input power. I propose an optimal heating power in
the physical model, which is expedient from the aspect of soldering cycle time reduction.
On the other hand it should be lower than 5 W/cm2 in order to minimize the degradation of
the heat transfer fluid.
During the investigations I have used the physical model described in Chapter four, which
enabled the sensor placement in any position of the process zone, the optical investigation
of the process zone (along a vertical line, or at specific points of the process zone), the
immersion of printed circuit boards and soldering experiments.
I have measured the temperature with Pt500 RTD sensors and K-type thermocouples. For
holding the measurement devices in the right position a fixture was developed with low
thermal capacitance to minimize any additional transients in the measurement results.
I have investigated the precision and applicability of the following methods:


temperature measurement with ceramic based, Resistance Temperature
Detector (Pt500 type platinum thin-film resistors);



temperature measurement with NiCr-NiAl K-type thermocouples;



vapour blanket height measurement with an optical sensor probe sensing by

the optical coupling principle;


vapour blanket propagation tracing with polymer pillow floating on the top

of the blanket;
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It can be concluded from the results that the acceleration of the heating can be obtained
with the increase of heating power. This effect is limited by the thermal degradation of the
Galden fluid, which is caused by high power density at a given surface of the heater.
Related publications: L4, R6, R7, R8, R9, R10

Thesis Point I/2.: With the help of point I/1, I have identified the physical subprocesses of the vapour phase soldering process according to the following phases: in
the first phase the identification of the saturated vapour is not possible from the
measurement of the rising pressure; in the second phase vapour development
significantly improves, a saturated vapour appears above the surface of the fluid and
the saturated vapour blanket is getting thicker; in the third phase saturated vapour
fills the vapour space (the process zone) completely and the dynamic behaviour
settles. In the beginning of the third phase, reaching the saturation boundary, the
system sets into steady state ready for soldering.
Thesis point I/3: I have proved that one pressure- and temperature measurement
point is enough for the exact characterization of the saturated vapour space with the
measurements of the introduced sensor system.
Discussion: I extended the method presented in I/1 with the measurement of the pressure
state variable. During the investigations the hydrostatic pressure can be measured at any
point of the process zone, while the air is forced out of the vessel by the vapour blanket,
which has considerably higher density than the air.
The examination of the hydrostatic pressure was carried out with a differential manometer,
the examination of the pressure changes was carried out with a differential volume-flow
pressure sensor based on a thermal core, which is able to measure the dynamic flow inside
the process zone.
From the results I have concluded that the state of the process zone can be separated to
three stages in time, after the initialization of the heating. The first stage finishes before the
saturated vapour blanket is observable from the pressure increase. The second stage (the
“dynamic development” stage) is characterized with significant vapour development. The
saturated vapour blanket appears and grows higher. This blanket does not fill the tank
vertically yet; the concentration and pressure of the vapour are decreasing as the along the
Z axis from the bottom to the top. The third stage is the steady state of the system. I define
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the saturation boundary at the cease of the dynamic behaviour, where the system settles to
steady state. In the steady state – where the state variables have no dynamic behaviour –
the static pressure shows a variable tendency in space: it is increasing along the Z axis
from the top to the bottom.
I conclude that with the knowledge of the state variable functions (in time and space) one
measurement point is enough to obtain the height of the saturated vapour blanket.
The methods and the results of Thesis group I. enable flexible verification of modelling
and simulation results.
Related publications: L2, R2, R5
Thesis Point II: With the time- and spatial analysis of the vapour temperature and
concentration distribution I have verified that the inhomogeneities of an auxiliary
vapour phase soldering oven are caused by constructional details.
With the analysis of temperature and concentration distribution inside the developed
vapour space I have defined the optimal process zone of the oven.
I have proved that the optimal process zone is significantly smaller than the whole
vapour space.
Discussion: The used simulation software calculates with the heat and mass transfer
processes inside the investigated system.
With the analysis of the simulation results I have pointed out that in the process zone of an
arbitrary vapour phase soldering oven the state variables of the vapour are not entirely
homogeneous in space even in steady state, due to the construction of the process zone.
According to the simulation results I have defined a recommended optimal process
volume, where the inhomogeneities can be neglected, and the heating of the given board
can be considered uniform. Thus I have defined the maximum size of the applicable PCB
for the given process zone. (I define the boundaries of the optimal space where the
concentration of the vapour derives with 5% from the saturation concentration.)
The temperature and pressure/concentration state variables can be defined with simulation
at any point of the process zone. With the method the settling time of the system can be
predicted during the development phase of the oven, enabling the investigation of the
effects caused by the constructional changes.
Related publications: L3, R3, K1
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Thesis Point III/1: With the special, improved models of the filmwise condensation on
horizontal plates, I have defined a novel thermodynamic modelling method for the
description of heat transfer on a Printed Circuit Board during soldering in saturated
vapour.
Discussion: I have started the investigation from widely accepted models from the
literature, [2.51, 6.1, 6.6, 6.7, 6.11] but the novel approach combines the heat transfer
coefficient calculation from both the top and the bottom side of the PCB. This way it
becomes possible to calculate the temperature of the PCBs during soldering with 20%
maximum and 7% average error, which is acceptable according to the literature of the
field.
The combined method is based on the classical Nusselt [6.1] approach on thermodynamic
modelling of filmwise condensation. The novel model incorporates different heat transfer
coefficients obtained from different Nusselt number refinements found in the literature. For
the top side, the modelling approach of Nimmo-Leppert [6.6], Bejan [6.7] and Leider
[2.51]

was

considered.

For

the

bottom

side,

the

modelling

approach

of

Gerstmann-Griffith [6.11] was applied. The method incorporates both the correction
factors of Roshenow and Drew [6.10, 6.12]. With the method it is possible to obtain the
dynamic heat transfer coefficient of the vapour phase soldering.
The fast calculations allow such industrial utilization of the method (e.g. soldering profile
setting), where the complex multi-physical simulations are not applicable due to the
extended calculation time.
Related Publications: L1, R1, R4
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Thesis Point III/2: I have defined a dynamic heat transfer coefficient for a PCB
soldered in saturated vapour, with the thermodynamic method presented in III/1:
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Discussion: With the heat transfer coefficient, the maximum error from the calculation
results of III/1 was reduced to 8,4 %, the average error was reduced to 1,9%.
It is also concluded, that according to the obtained heat transfer coefficient, during the
simple method of Vapour Phase Soldering, the overall values of the coefficient can be
considered in the window of ~300-800 W/m2K.
(The nomenclature can be found in Chapter 8.)
Related Publications: L1, R1
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7.2 Practical Utilization of the Results
With the results and methods of Thesis group I. it becomes possible to follow the
different state variables (temperature and vapour concentration) of the process zone
dynamically. The presented methods offer more flexible approaches and more detailed
results than the solutions found in current industrial ovens. The flexibility of the data
acquisition system enables easy connection to a computer, which is still not a common
approach in the case of commercial ovens. The results of the power investigations reveal
optimization possibilities for the energy consumption. The results help to prepare and
conduct various verification methods in the case of modelling and simulation. The
investigated methods help to identify and define the height of the saturated vapour blanket
in one measurement point, which is a considerable improvement and simplification upon
the multi-point approach of the industrial solutions. With the presented methods it is
possible to define the settling time of the system (the steady state of the process zone); the
idle-time of maximum Galden temperature recognition routines (experienced in the
commercially available ovens) can be reduced with an in-situ measurement. This helps to
improve the utilization during the full working time of the machine. This way the
summarized energy-requirements of the oven can be reduced, emphasizing the role of this
technology within environmental-friendly green-technologies. The methods of the first
thesis group can be applied to the technology parameter settings of an Asscon Quicky 450
type VPS oven, which is used at the department and also in the industry.
The results of Thesis group II. can be utilized at the advance design phase of a
vapour phase soldering oven, where the system can be characterized with the given initial
boundary condition. It is possible to analyze different constructional concepts of a VPS
during design phase in the level of virtual modelling. It is possible to define an optimal
workspace volume in a custom VPS oven, which may help to avoid inhomogeneous heat
transfer, also improving the quality of soldering.
The results of Thesis group III. clean up a considerable shortcoming of the
available literature in the topic. From the thermodynamics aspect, an overall heat transfer
coefficient is defined for future considerations, helping calculations and understanding of
the VPS process itself. From the practical point of view, the method can help to predict a
given soldering profile, thus helping the on-the-fly soldering profile setting – which is a
valuable added value from industrial aspects. Better control and overview on the soldering
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profiles may help creating better quality solder joints and ultimately, more reliable
electronic devices.
The scientific content of the first two thesis points is connected to the "Talent care
and cultivation in the scientific workshops of BME/Új tehetséggondozó programok és
kutatások a Műegyetem tudományos műhelyeiben" project. The results of the thesis points
are evaluated and utilized in the project which is funded by TÁMOP-4.2.2.B-10/1--20100009 grant.

7.3 Previous, Current and Future Alternative Research Paths
Due to the basic research nature of my work, additional improvements and
alternative (in the same time new) research paths will continue and improve the approaches
discussed in this dissertation.
The physical model was constantly improved during the years, and several updates
were added to the system, which were not discussed in details in this dissertation. The
sensor system was extended with a 2D grid construction (Figure 7.1 left) to obtain 2D and
3D temperature measurements. The method is able to predict horizontal and vertical
irregularities in the symmetry of the temperature distribution (Figure 7.1 right). The
method nearly maximizes the available information about the temperature state variable
from measurement approach. However it is considered to have its limits compared to the
simulation, which enables a more thorough description of the spatial temperature relations
inside the process zone. The results were published in [R7].

Fig. 7.1 –2D sensor grid construction (left); Isothermic shells inside the process zone (measured
with 2D gird, data obtained with interpolation) (right)

It was assumed, that the verification of the simulation model (described in
Chapter 5.) could be done with the 2D grid method, however the additional thermal
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capacities rendered the measurements unreliable from the aspect of timing. The low
resolution isothermal 3D view (Figure 7.1 right) however reveals a protruding shape of the
isothermal shells in the middle point. This phenomenon was observed with the floating
pillow (Chapter 4.10) and also during the isothermal investigation of the simulation
(Figure 5.11).
With the help of a new cooling system and an automatic sample holder based on a
LabVIEW system, the vapour space and the immersion trajectory of the board can be
manipulated, to enable soft vapour phase soldering with finer overall precision as seen in
the industrial ovens. The scientific description and discussion of this research topic is
under development during the writing of this dissertation. A preliminary result is shown on
Figure 7.2, where the pre-programmed soldering profile is tracked with 2% overall error.
The results were not published yet.
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Fig. 7.2 – Initial profile setting and tracking experiment in LabVIEW (left); a factory recommended
profile and precise profile tracking with actual sample boards (1-4) (right);

A promising application for the sophisticated heat transfer mechanism of the VPS is
soldering with low melting point pastes (such as 58Bi/42Sn type alloys). The low, 170 °C
maximum temperature (achieved with HT170 Galden) enable soldering on biodegradable
circuits with low glass-transition, and low melting point temperatures. [R12, R14, R16]
The circuits are composed of polylactic-acid (PLA) and cellulose-acetate (CA) materials
(as shown on Figure 7.3)
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Fig. 7.3 – Optical and X-Ray inspection of solder joints on PLA (left) and CA (middle) substrates;
Average shear strength of 0603 resistors on PLA and CA boards with min-max deviance (right);

The first results in this field suggested that due to the optimized heat-transfer (to
minimize the biodegradable circuit substrate deformation) the joint quality is lower than in
the case of the standard FR4 and SAC alloy technologies. However the different nondestructive failure inspection results (such as optical and X-ray investigations) reveal
promising results for possible future advancement in the topic.
With the help of industrial partners different industrial VPS ovens were
investigated from the aspect of heat transfer and joint quality. Both ovens (A and B – as
denoted on Figure 7.4) were industrial class ovens, with different realization of the heat
level (Fig. 2.4) heat transfer mechanisms. Figure 7.4 (left) shows that the profiles were
matched between two ovens as close as possible to each other (‘A_lin’/’B_lin’ curves);
while plateau type profiles (‘B_pl’) were only possible to achieve with oven B. The results
show the advantage of the B oven, due to the possible application of a plateau-type
preheat/soak (Fig. 1.2) period in the soldering profile.

Fig. 7.4 – Comparison of profiles with different Time Above Liquidus (TAL) values - TAL 180 sec
(upper left) and TAL 90 sec (lower left); IMC thickness of 0603 chip size component solder joints
achieved with different profiles and ovens - average values and standard deviation shown (middle);
Shear test results of 0603 chip size component solder joints - average values and standard deviation
shown (right);
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A novel physical model is under the design phase. This new oven system will
incorporate all findings which were obtained during the three years research on this topic.
According to the simulation software it is a current research path to improve the
mathematical and physical engine to handle those cases where the vapour space is not
filled with saturated vapour, but the vapour has gradients in its concentration.
In the case of the simplified modelling of filmwise condensation heat transfer, the
effect of the slight nonlinearity in the reciprocal characteristic of the dynamic viscosity
should be observed according to the precision of the Drew correction. The shape
(rectangular plate, circular disc) and the characteristic length of the PCB will be a
considered parameter during future investigations.
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8. Nomenclature

Parameters with Latin symbols :
A surface, m2
C Specific heat capacity, J/kg·K
ci
molar concentration, mol/m3
D diffusion constant, m2/s
g
gravitational constant, m/s2
h
heat transfer coefficient, W/m2·K
hlv specific heat of vaporization, kJ/kg
k
thermal conductivity, W/m·K
L
characteristic length, m
lh height of gas column, m
m mass of the condensed fluid, kg
ma molecular mass, atomic mass unit
n
number of moles, mol
Nu Nusselt number, dimensionless
P pressure, Pa
Q thermal energy, J
R ideal gas constant, 8,314 J/kg·K
Ra Rayleigh number, dimensionless
t
time, s
T
temperature, K
V Volume, m3
Parameters with Greek symbols :
α
inclination angle, °
δ Film layer thickness, m
μ
dynamic viscosity, kg/m·s
ρ
density, kg/m3
σ Dimensionless condensation coeff.
φ concentration of the fluid, kg/m3

Subscripts:
a
air
amb ambient
b
body
cor corrected form
FR4 Flame-Retardant Class 4, PCB type
G galden
l
liquid
L
characteristic length
PA polyamide
ref reference
sat saturation
v
vapour
vs vapour space
X dimension
Y dimension
Z dimension
Model-subscripts:
NL Nimmo-Leppert
BE Bejan
GG Gerstmann-Griffith
LE Leider
VPS Vapour phase soldering
Chemical element symbols:
O
oxygen
C
carbon
F fluorine
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